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ONE OF KENTUCKY'S
SETTER WEEKLY PAPERS
The N•w• h•• won •wards for
•xcellence every year it has been
submitted In Judging contests.

by
R. P. WESTPHEUNG 111

VOLUME 40

Fulton, 42041, Fulton County,Kentucky

Thursday, February 17, 1972

Department Sites Still Not Set;
Commission Names Joe Newbern

For just a moment, I have to share the
grief of many Fultonians over the recent
passing of Gordon Baird. Although, my
friendship with him did not run as deep as it
did for some, nevertheless, I felt that r
friend, a true friend and gentleman had been
lost when I read the news of his untimel)
death.
Mr. Baird, as I always knew him by, a&
far as I was concerned, always was, because
it seemed like he was in the News_office
every minute of his spare time. At least all
the while I was there, which was, I might
add, was in my spare time.
He will most definitely be missed. His
warmth, friendship, stories about those fishing trips, his big cigar and his fatherly advice, while they may have been un-noticed
by this writer, will nevertheless create a
void, which will hardy be filled. Mr. Baird
as I always called him . . . well, things just
won't be the same without him.
Happened to be in Atanta last week.
Well, it didn't just happen, the trip had been
planned for several weeks. All I could say
to my host in that giant city was "gee whiz".
For Atanta, regardless\of the bad things that
may have been said about it, or for that fact,
the good things too, is just that; very hard to
describe. Its a fun town, a beautifully scenic
city, the hub of many of the South's activities, as well as the proud possessor of the second largest hippy colony in the country.
But what intrigued me most about Atlanta. and, I might add, confused me into
stark madness, was the chaos over naming
streets. Everyone has heard of Peachtree.
Street But Mere is also a Peachtree Battle.
Peachtree Road, Peachtree this and that,
and, to make matters worse, you have to
figure out which part of town you want to go
to before discerning where you are. It's just
like Washington. D. C. Peachtree Street has
four spurs. There is Northeast, Northwest
and the like. May not be so confusing to
someone who is used to that kind of thing,
hut for someone new CO the designations, WS
a real nightmare.
But Atlanta is filled with a certain mistique. At first glance of the downtown area,
I said to myself, "this is where I'm going to
wind up." But, after a week of getting lost
in all quarters, I felt wondering why they
didn't name one of the suburbs, Applecore.
just to keep continuity.
I happened to think Monday that it was
Valentine's Day. The more I thought, the
(Continued on Page 2)

Kentucky Windage
(By P. W.)
Last Thursday a gathering of TV and
film notables assembled in Nashville to announce the formation of a new music publishing firm there that will be headed by
Phil Harris ... and guess who's going to run
the firm! None other than Fulton's Nancy
(Adams) Huddleston and her husband Floyd,
who are moving to "Music City" from New
York. They are also stockholders in the new
firm.
The TENNESSEAN last Thursday carried quite a front-page spread about the new
venture and some of Harris' buddies who
(Continued on Page 2)

Six-year-old James "Bubba" Bobbin looks a little surprised to
we that everything went all right in the dentist's chair. Mark
Flynn, Louisville dentist, works daily in the mobile unit located
behind the city health department building in Hickman with
needy children who require dental care. With hinds allocated by
the state, the mobile unit travels from city to city for an approximate 4 week period. Them are six of these modern mobilo
unite in Kentucky, but there are net enough dentists to staff
them.

by Mary Winders and R.P. Westpheling
The locations of a new Fulton City Hall and
offices for Fulton's police and fire departments
still remain a mystery.
At Monday night's city commission meeting,
discussion on. a study made by City Engineer
J. R. Hufft was delayed because a report by Hufft
on the feasibility of buying Fulton's former CocaCola plant was not ready for presentation. The
Coca-Cola plant, vacated several months ago,
has come under close scrutiny as the possible site
for Fulton's police and fire departments.

"LET'S BE FIRST" .. . and first they aril The Turner Pure Milk Company spent over a num •
ter of a million dollars last fall installing a plastic gallon-jug moulding machine in their
Fulton plant ... the only on* behveen lower Mississippi and St. Louis. The company now
produces in the neighborhood of 40,000 of the plastic Iugs a week, and besides packaging all of its
gallon milk sales in this container-of-the-future, also sells the empty jugs to many other dairies
throughout the Mid-South. (Above): "Dub" Burnett', general manager, and P. A. Turner
examine one of the freshly-produced, untrimmed jugs right off the assembly line. (Story and
additional pictures next week).

The site of Fulton's new city
baH came under discussion. An
invoice from Ross and Castle;
berry architects of Paducah
was approved. The comoussion
voted to pay the firm for its
work in laying out the site becity offices
Mi3yor Nelson
Tripp totd The News, the new

building in question could be
located at the site of the Kitty
League ball-park neaf the city
park. However, action on relocating city hall from its condemned offices downtown has
been delayed because of complaints from city residents,
who say the new site would

Ford Makes Grant
For Parks Program
Governor Wendell Ford announced Thursday in Frankfort a grant of $1500 to the Fulton
Parks Commission.
The grant is to be used to employ professional-assistance in seeking Federal funds to expand
and beautify Fulton's City Park and to develop
a plan for down-town beautification.
Louis Weaks, chairman of the Fulton Parks
Commission expressed deep appreciation for the
Governor's grant when he said:

Them very optimistic Fulton High School students are ordering their state high school basketball tournament tickets. Although the likelihood of Fulton making it to the Louisville school boy
classic is very slim, these boys say they'll go, win, lose or draw. Pictured, from left to right
are principal, Bobby Snider, Mike Smith, Bill Mitchell, Charles Whitnell and Neil Covington.
Fulton High's basketball record is now 4 wins and 9 losses, one of those wins coming over the
arch-rival Fulton County Pilots.

Tournament Opens March 2
Drawings for the First District High School Basketball
Tournament to be played March
2, 3, and 4 at Fulton County
High School have been held.
Tournament pairings are as
follows:
Fulton County High School
versus Hickman County High
School on March 2 at 7:30p.m.;
Carlisle County High School
versus Fulton City High School
on March 3 at 7:30 p.m.
The winners ofthese two bas-

ketball games will clash Saturday night, March 4, at 7.30p.m.
to determine the First District
Champion and the First Runnerup. These two teams will travel to Murray State University
the following week beginning
March 9 for the regional basketball tournament and a chance
to represent the first region at
the state tournament.
Tickets for the First District
tournament cost 50C for students and $1.00 for adults.

"Rock"Show
Date Is Set
For Feb.26
Saturday, February 26, is the
date for this years Hoek Festival, sponsored by the Fulton
High School Band. Time is 8:00
and place is the Carr gym on
West State Line.
Bands on the program are
(Continued on page sleep

"Governor Ford's deep
interest in our parks and
beautification program
goes a long way in completing our overall program for city beautlfIcaWIC An' entire coin.
munity is grateful for
Governor Ford's support of our long-range
plans to make Fulton a
scenic spot in MidAmerica," he added.

Fulton at an open meeting to discuss the complete package of beautification for the city.
Weaks said that the
drawing board calls for
a park at the end of Lake
Street near Graddy's
(Continued on page 6)

be too inconvenient for transacting business.
A second major point brought
up at Monday night's meeting
1‘13S the review of the Landfill
Operation and proposals for
the Sanitation Department. The
state has inspected the operation and has granted tenative
approval viewing it as one of
the best in western Kentucky.
The Commission also hermited the resignation of planning
commission member, Charles
Thomas, superintendent of Fulton schools, and appointed Joe
Newborn, relocation officer for
urban renewal, as his replacement.
Opening bids for the sanitation packer were also heard
and accepted. The following
two bids were received: Varden
Ford (Motor Company. $14,648.00: and, Taylor Chevrolet Com•
pany, $12,652.34. Although A
wt.,s toughly $2,000.00 higher,
the Varden Ford Company bid
n as accepted because the Taylor Chevrolet bid failed to
meet the minimum CflaSilS requirements regarding engine
size and axle specifications.
Both bids included use of a
Leach packer with a capacaity
of 116 cubic ylarcls. Eighteen
thousand dollars was allowed
in the current budget for the
purchase.
Three informal bids on material for Water-Extension Urban Renewal were also considered et the meeting. Drake
Supply Company, wa§ awarded
the bid for valves, firepluge,.
and other equipment neeessiary,
for extension of water lines
through a portion of the Urban
Renewal area at ti—cost of
$1.909.24. Henry J. Fetter, bidding lower at $1911.60, was
turned down because immediate delivery could not be assured. A bid totaling $1,962.79
by Hoe Supply Company was
made.
Discussion was also inlacie on
the question of wheeler or not
the traffic coming from the
A&P parking lot should yield
to traffic or be guided by tralfir Lights at the intersection.

(Continued on page 6)

MSU "Golden Anniversary"
Will Be Observed March 8

The grant from Governor Ford, added to the Marking 50 years from the
date in 1972 when Gov. Edwin
$500 from the City of P. Morrow signed
legislation
Fulton for professional thal eventually resulted in the
establishment
of
Murray
State
planning assistance, enUniversity, the school will comables the Parks Com- memorate March 8, Charter
mission to go ahead with Day, as a .key date in its golden Anniversary Year with certheir project to seek emonies
in both Frankfort and
Federal matching funds Murray..
Both
Kentucky Gov. Wendell
for a huge development
and Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
and beautification pro- Ford
Murray State president, will be
gram for the City of In the forefront at the 10 a.m.
observance in the State RecepPulton.
tion Room of the Capitol Buil-

Mr Weaks said that ding in Frankfort.
Ford will present Sparks with
next month planners resolutions
adopted in the House
from the Tennessee Val- of Representatives and Senate
ley Authority will be in commemorating the signing of

the bill authorizing two new
normal schools—one in western
and one in eastern Kentucky.
Sparks will respond by presenting the governor with the
first print of the painting of
"Oakhurst' by well-known artist C. G. Morehead, who, like
Ford, is from Owensboro.
Later on in the day at Murray,
an historical marker will be
unveiled at 5:30 p.m. in front
of Wrather Hall, the first building constructed on the campus.
A Charter Day dinner will be
held ,at 6:30 p.m. in the ballroom of the Student Union Building featuring representatives
of the first graduating class,
the faculty, the students, the
alumni, and the administration.

Dieting can be fun? That's what Kate Thompson cooks up
by Mary Winders

Last Monday night at 7 p.m. in
the health department forty-five
men and women met to start a
weekly class in Fulton for the
purpose of losing weight. Under
direction of Mrs. Catherine
Thompson, each member paid a
small $2.00 registration tee,
weighed, and was given a varied
assortment of dieter's literature including sample recipes
and diet plans. During the first
lesson of the 12-week course,
the members were given weekly
menu plans to follow and instructed to lose two pounds each
before next week's scheduled
Hal Warren of Fulton has been meeting. The meeting closed
named chairman of the 1972 with recipe demonstrations by
Easter SA1 Campaign for Ful- Mrs. Thompson.
Surprisingly, the PEPClub is
ton County, according toThomas *Tommy" Bell, Lexington, not a new organization. Two
state campaign chairman. The earlier classes have proved to
annual appeal will begin Feb- be successful, with the former
lecruary 28 and continue through members presenting guest
tures. There is a weight conApril 2 Easter Sunday.
trol class that meets at the
Contributions to the campaign health department
in Fulton
sponsored by the Kentucky Eas- from 9 to 10 on
Thursday mornter Seal Society for Crippled
ings and a class in Hickman
Children and Adults, will help
thats meets at 7 p.m.on Monday
provide rehabilitation services
nights.
Thirty-nine students
for physically handicapped Ken- have organized a weight contuckians throughout the state.
trol
class
at South Fulton High
Easter Seal centers operated
another class will
by the society include Cardinal School, and
at Fulton
Hill Hospital, Lexington; West soon be in session
Kentucky Easter Seal Center, County High School.
Paducah; Northern Kentucky "You can't eat like a pig and
Easter Seal Center, Covington; keep yourself thin," laughed
Owenboro Easter Seal Cam- Mrs. Thompson. Then she be"Owensboro Easter Seal Center; gan to inform the group of food
Easter Seal Center, necessities for dieter's,
Geiger
Ashland, MoreheadSpeech Cen- How can you lose weight and
still eat something that tastes
ter •
Dieting can become a tedious
task of eating tasteless and
bland foods, or can it?
'Please eat properly and lose
weight!" ThiS he the slogan for
Fulton and Hickman's PEP Club
members who are interested in
watching their
and
losing
weights,

Warren Named
Chairman

as if it isn't manufactured from
cardboard? The secret is in
the seasoning. Bouillon cubes
and imitation buttered salt enhance the flavor of food while
cutting down on the calories.
Knox gelatine, canned skimmed
milk, canned drinks with no
sugar added, fruits canned in
their own juices, granulated
brown and plain sugar sweetners, liquid butter flavoring,
and fresh fruits and vegetables
are only a few of the necessities for the weight conscious individual to purchase.
It is also a good idea to buy
a small one ounce scale at a
minimal cost for the purpose
of weighing accurate portions
of meats and other foods. Meat
such as all-meat or beef frankfurters and tuna plays an Important part in the weight watching plan.
Prepare fresh vegetables and
fruits or salads ahead of time.
These foods serve as between
meal snacks and eliminate
temptation to eat something with
a higher calorie content "just
one time."
Drink plenty of instant or
powdered milk. It is less fattening than whole or skimmed
milk and can be used in cooking.
Ice cubes, water, concentrated
orange juice or frozen strawberries, and powdered milk
mixed in an electric blender as
a milkshake delight any dieter.
Now you not only can 'Think
Thin,' but you can "Stay Thin0
with the help of a local PEP
Club chapter.

Mrs. Catherine C. Thompson, horn* economist extension agent, Moms the new 45-momber
audience of the Fulton PEP Club that dieting can taste good. For the first week's demonstration she mixes an orange milkshake In an sift tric blender with water, powdered milk, im
cubes, and frozen concentrated orange juice.

KY. WINDAGE-Continued from Page one
were on hand to kick it off: Pat Buttram,
George Gobel, and others. Said Harris, of the
Huddlestons: "They are authors, composers,
arrangers and performers" who will be running the Nashville office of Me and Thee
Music.. . the name of the new firm.
Nancy has been gone from Fulton for so
long that I'm afraid we have a lot of the
younger generation .. . as well as many newcomers . .. who don't know who she is. Now
that she is closer to home perhaps we can get
her to come back once in a while for a "guest
appearance" at some good event!!??

As though to follow-up on my comments
here last week, Congressman Ed Jones wrote
from Washington this week that the state of
our Federal finances is "dreadful" and getting worse Consider these figures that he
submits: the Federal DEFICIT this fiscal
year is $25 BILLION over the current budget; the federal deficit next year will be
$38.3 BILLION more . . . that's what they
• are estimating even before they start spending it, which means it could and probably
will go higher; the balance of payments in
Toreign trade is currently deeper in the red
($56.5 billion) than at any point in our entire
history, and almost a quarter of our entire
national debt has been incurred during the
past three years.

a.A' COLUMN—
Continued from page One
more intense I became about what I was
thinking about, or who, to put it bluntly, and
then it happened. I turned into a giant card,
reddish brown in color, and mailed myself to
a women's dormitory. It was fun while it
lasted, but there were no takers, and there I
sit, in this haunted mailbox. Guess I'll have
to wait until next year.
•
Which reminds me of another thing. It's
leap year, the time when womenkind everyWhere make fools of themselves, by proposing to us males. It can't happen too often
'either, because when I think how foolish we
:thales sometimes are by casting bonds, it
makes me shudder. Besides what's the use
of having an engagement ring to give to
some fmale, who, for the most part is so
fickle, it's liable to wind up in the return
.mail. And, it would be a heck of a lot less expensive if women started ;buying rings. But,
what else are dreams for if you can't imagine

most doubtful situation.
.„„
I3eing a recent graduate of Murray State,
I have to sympathize to some degree with
liasketball coach Cal Luther. Seems no matiFter what he does, the team keeps on losing.
;At times like these, it's good for all alumni
:to stand behind their college coach and wish
'for better things. The other day I heard
:someone criticize Luther for not doing the
ijob. I don't view it' that way at all. Some
wears you win, some you lose. But regardless
rof the team and its record, Murray State
Eought to be very glad it has a coach of
Luther's calibre. If enough people start
:shouting at Luther for losing this year, he
imight be tempted to take off to some school
4thich could promise him unlimited recruiting and an unlimited budget, neither of
iwhich' Murray can afford.
So, even though the "Racers" are losing
1.;
ithis year, lest we forget the years passed
When Murray State began capturing, OVC
'Crowns like it was trying to become the UK
:of the southwest.

Would like to take this opportunity to
welcome the newest member of our sinall
journalisitc fraternity to town. She is 22
*ear old Mary Winders, who, like myself
worked at Murray State on the newspaper
Staff. Currently she is working in Hickman
at the Courier office and in Fulton at the
News office.
Mary recently graduated from Murray
'tate with a master's degree in speech and
*ommunications. I won't begin to mention
.her undergraduate degrees because they
;lone would fill up th rest of the page.
,
7
Anyway, Mary is an extremely talented
. and, I might add, a very welcome
ivriter
iddition to both newspapers

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
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Do You Remember This?
From Our Picture Album

Ci4MW1Zt:
Edited byJIM WARREN

REST

Gov. Wendell H. Ford's associate director of program
recently proposed 1972-74 development and operations
state budget has some new for the Ohio Valley Regional
proposals to protect Medical Program (OVRMP),
Kentucky's environment, and based In Lexington.
OVRMP is a joint venture
some improvements on old
of the Universities of
remedies.
Strip mining, which Cincinnati, Kentucky and
presumably will come under Louisville to plan and
control of the proposed new 'implement new approaches to
Environmental Protection health services in the trl-state
Commission, received the most area,
A native of Burgin, Ky.,
attention.
To amprove current True was employed by the
regulatory measures, Governor state from 1959 to 1968 as
evaluation technician for the
Ford could add 33 new
inspectors to enforce strip Revenue Department and later
mine regulations because "the as the Health Department's
law is adequate, enforcement administrative director of
Medical Care.
is poor."
He also has served as senior
Also the strip mine
enforcement program would administrative assistant for the
receive its own operating state Medical Assistance
funds, ending its current Program.
Gray had served as KPDO
partial dependence on fees
collected from strip-mining head since last summer.
applicants.
The new proposal would
provide $500,000, to be
Radio
on
performers
,
Triowere
and
popular
Bradley
group
"The
young
themselves
brigM
this
called
SERVES,
IF MEMORY
matched by federal funds, to
purchase, reclaim and resell
Station WFUL maybe 15 or 20 rears ago. They are, (from (aft) Kenneth. Sondra and Dwight Bradley, children of Mr. and Mrs.
"orphan land"--areas stopped
Tom Bradley of Fulton.
before current reclamation
laws were enacted.
makes people so unhappy.* The
THE BEST PLAYS OF 1970In other environmental
FULTON'S
wish was granted. Her child- 1971. Here, in this volume, the areas the budget would
hood was divided between three best plays of 1970-1971 are prefunds to
PURELY PERSONAL: A
very different worlds: that of sented with all those features provide increased
her American grandparents, in which everyone wants to hear reduce air and water pollution salute to the U.S. Jaycees for
New York and Long Island; that about. There are listings of all and improve solid waste their fine effort to prevent car
thefts, which arc costing
of her Anglo-Irish grandparents plays produced in New York(on disposal.
BY LUCY DANIEL
The governor also untold millions of dollarsweekly
in County Kilkenny, before the and off Broadway), detailed inmoher
of
that
and
and
London
the
'troubles'
formation on
recommended creation of a ...Good advice: Lock It and
NEW BOOKS FROM THE DE-. widely
I always look
PARTMENT OF LIBRARIES: little. and written about so ther's house, the Villa Medici European seasons, annual a- Kentucky Pollution Pocket the Key!
at Fiesole, above Florence. As wards and vital statistics of Abatement Authority to help forward to the start of the MidRECLAIMING THE EARTH, DAY CARE, by Belle E. a child and as an adolescent, she productions, prizes, people and
by Adrian A. Paradis. The ex- Evans. This book presents the felt sometimes bewildered in publications. Here also are the construct sewage treatment west sweet corn season, and
always hate to see it end, for
tensive pollution of air, land and full range of information and her transitions between three editor's choices of the ten Best plants.
fresh corn on the cob is just
water threatens mankind's ex- advice needed to plan, develop, sets of codes and values. Her Plays,
istence. Drastic steps must be and operate a high -quality day autobiographical record blends
A study by the Kentucky about my favorite vegetable.
taken to clean up the environ- care center for preschool child- experience with reflection,
Public Health Assn. indicates An evening that remains in
memory: One in a little pub
ment. To accomplish this task ren. At a time when day care truth with compassionate unhealth care in the state is in
Ennis. Ireland, where all the
millions of dollars will be spent is a major social need and pri- derstanding, past history with
spasmodic and
"fragmented,
group joined in singing and
and thousands of dedicated men ority, it is a highly useful source the living present.
for
and
calls
ineffective,"
where the guests offered solos
and women will be needed Mall for step-by-step guidance.
urgent reforms.
kinds of jobs. Industry, governand even Irish jigs and step
A SECONDHAND TOMB, by
The recently released study dances!...Comfortable feeling:
ment, conservation agencies, MAIL ORDER BUSINESS, by R. J, White. Professor Peck Three colloquia on "Man" will
schools, colleges, planning or- Sean Martyn. All you need to was guiddng his busload up the be sponsored by the department is based on a three-day tour of To be inside a snug cabin at
ganizations, and the professions know to build your own success- hillside, with some difficulty. of philosophy at Murray State Kentucky by association the mouth of the Columbia
have already begun to meet the ful mail order business is right Miss Jewkes and Miss Dawes Uaiversity this month, Dr. officials last September and its when a strong wind is blowing,
here in this complete and de- had a tendency to lag behind. Wayne Sheeks, the departmen- recommendations will be given the sea birds have taken shelter
challenge.
PITCHING CHAMPIONSHIP tailed step-by-step manual. His group was an oddly assort- tal chairman. has announced.
to Governor Ford and the and the spray is lifted high from
HoesEsebEs, by Ottie IV. And once your InulitieSSI is off ' ect one--a Fairness, Mother St„ AR will be held In Room 212 General Assembly.
the breaking waves along the
Reno. Crammed With rules, re- to a good start, this Useful guide Thomas More,and Father Domand
p.m.,
at 3
Officials participating In the sandy beach.
cora, instructions Mr laYing can serge i$a consultant tobelp inic, Mr. Leaf from Dorset, the of Wilson Hall
Dr.
public,
•••
study expressed shock at the
out your own backyard tourn- with the numerous problems and professor's wife, some Ger- are open to the
Sheeks said.
conditions in some areas and
told a story about
been
I've
Q.
ament-style court, photographs decisions you will face.
more
couple
young
a
mans, and
of top players in action and these
IMAGES AND SHADOWS, by interested in each other than in The first, scheduled for not all complaints were limited someone's grandmother dying on
being strapped
body
the
and
trip
a
"The
with
deal
will
a
In
written
letter
Origo.
Thursday
Iris
the
own
to rural parts of
state.
pitching tips, this
player's
the old moats and ruined
is the complete book on this shortly before his death, Iris churches the professor's tour Egoism of Man" with Dr. Medical care in the Louisville in a sleeping bag atop the car while
to get help.
route
en
is
family
thc
widely played sport. Nearly Origo's father, the American had been lecturing to them a- Sheeks as the principal speak- area also came under stiff
They get to the town and go to
everyone has at one time or Bayard Cutting, said that his bout. A new highlight turned er. Responding will be Dr. criticism.
thc police but when they come
another pitched horseshoes, and chief wish for her was that she up when one member of the par- Frederick K. Lazarus and Dr.
Among the study's back, the car has been stolen,
it is the author's contention that should be brought up.free from ty suddenly disappeared
Robinson.
Franklin
Grandma is never recovered.
and
were:
recommendations
no hobby has been enjoyed so all this national feeling which
* Incentives to attract Can you tell me where this hap- Harry Sale, Los Anpened?
physicians, dentists and other
Homra and Louis Weeks. Both men, whose
gela.
to
areas
health
professionals
are
names are synonymous with boy scouting,
A. That's another of those
with dire needs.
stories which keep
parents of girls, not a Boy Scout in the household.
• Regional allied health apocryphal
it education centers for popping up from time to time.
This fact makes the award more notable since
happened perhaps,
have
could
It
keen paramedical and health but there's no evidence it ever did.
is the great love of their community and a
It's Just a good yarn that people
personnel.
interest in the welfare of boys that characterize
* Training for minority repeat and repeat. Now doi.'t you
it!
do
their Boy Scout work.
groups in the health fields.
* Adoption of stronger
OF AN EXPERT
DEFINITION
TWENTY YEARS AGO
Clyde Williams, Jr., city campaign chairman housing and sanitation codes.
In my experience in the edu• Improved enforcement of cational
the
FEBRUARY 15, 1952
field and business
for the March of Dimes announced today that
been strip mining regulations, world, I have met a few selfdaily radio auctions on Station WFUL have
Mr. Sterling Stone, a prominent farmer and
violations of which threaten styled experts who fit exactly
tremendously successful and have netted more water supplies.
the following definition of an
popular young veteran of World War II, Union
station anexpert:
than $1300. Jack Dill, manager of the
City, Tennessee, has bought ten beautiful regisA guy who blows in, blows
The fee system under which
has been one of the most
auction
the
that
nounced
WilBurnette's
Cecil
from
cows
outl
tered Guernsey
most of Kentucky's county off, and blows
the air.
on
sponsored
•• • *
ever
features
popular
low-Wilde Farm. The price paid for the Guernofficials are paid should be
PAPERS
THE
FUNNY
revamped to guarantee them a
seys averaged $500.00 around making a total of
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
A page began training for
livable
a
income,
Legislative
knighthood at the age of seven
$5,000.00.
FEBRUARY 18, 1927
Research Commission study
in the Middle Ages, serving
until his teens at which time
The Methodist of Fulton have organized their says.
Receiving a commission as Ensign in the
More money would be
he became a square.
church edifice at
new
a
for
$85,000
raise
to
forces
the
from
required because the counties'
- Hollywood Celli.)
U. S. Naval Reserve upon graduation
Carr Streets. A sketch of the propos- main source of income, the
Officer's Candidate School, Newport, Rhode Is- Second and
meeting
enthusiastic
property tax, now is frozen.
ed building As shown to an
land, on February 1st, was Enoch J. Browder, son
evening.
The study said one solution
of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Browder of East Walnut Tuesday
is for the state to share some
designatbeen
has
He
Kentucky.
Fulton,
Street,
of its revenue and return to
Culver's Bakery in Fulton one of the city's
President
ed an engineering specialist.
loaves the counties some of the Mr. J. Virgil Yates,
2500
over
out
turns
firms,
important
most
money collected from the Fulton Lions Club
rolls,
of
thousands
daily, along with
South Fulton, Tennessee 42041
court system.
Frank T, Beadles, past exalted ruler of the of bread
"Because the salaries of
and pies. This modern bakery sells its proElks Club, who served in 192-1929, occupied the cakes
Dear Mr. Yates.
in a 100-mile radius of Fulton and often it county officials are almost
I wish to acknowledge receipt
station of exalted ruler Monday night when the ducts
their
upon
dependent
solely
earlytheir
get
of the resolution passed by your
more than two trucks to
organization held its annual meeting honoring the takes
statutory fees," the study said, club
encouraging the General
morning shipments to the trains.
"every two years the General Assembly to permit the Univpast rulers.
with
confronted
is
Assembly
offices
ersity
of Louisville to continue
occupying
rulers
exalted
Other past
Vodie Hardin was toastmaster at the annual demands to raise the fees, so its broad range of research and
were: Smith Atkins, esteemed leading knight;
may further service programs and to say
Club Ladies Night banquet last Friday at that officials
Dr. R. V. Putnam, esteemed loyal knight; Sam Lion's
their compensation that I appreciate your concern
program included speaker augment
The
Hotel.
Usona
the
WilJames
and
with the rising and action with regard to thrb
Jones, esteemed lecturing knight
of and keep up
extremely important matter.
Judge Voris Gregory of Mayfield and Supt.
cost of living."
lingham, esquire.
As you know, I strongly supIt said other disadtantages
schools Vest C. Myers, and the following musical
ported the
Committee
Frances Patterson; of the fee system are that AmendmentEducation
Miss
by
dance
selections:
to Senate Bill No.
Mrs.
Shirley Houston, daughter of Mr. and
com- money collected by officials 54, which altered the bill toilsquartette
Harmony
the
by
selections
H. B. Houston, 109 Bates, will appear in "Campus vocal
often is not properly able the University of Louisville
of Richard Thomas, Randolph Kramer, accounted for and the fee to continue to
perform its vital
Lights 1952" when the annual musical show is posed
King and Gerald Norment; "Gettysburg often does not pay the cost of research functions. In my opinproduced in the Murray State College auditor- Seldon
duet
ukelele
ion,
a
the
and
services
Binford
service.
the
rendering
Robert
performed by
Address" by
ium February 14, 15 and 16.
programs such as the Kentucky
Smith.
by Mary Nelle McDade and Anna Watt
Gov. Wendell H. Ford Lions Eye Research Institute,
announced the appointment of of prime interest to you and of
Ann Linton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clifby
given
was
great benefit to the people of
supper
A Valentine party box
Laurel W. True as
ton Linton has been awarded the $50 scholarship
Chamber of Commerce administrator of the Kentucky Kentucky, are too important to
the
at
Club
Woman's
the
relinquish.
given annually by the local Elks Lodge. As refind- Program Development Office
Please let me know if I can
last Thursday, with each gentleman
cipient of the award Miss Linton will compete offices
M.
Joseph
succeeding
(KPDO),
drew.
be of any further assistance in
he
that
his dinner partner in the box
your
Gray.
with other students selected by Elks lodges over ing
efforts to continue these
Misses Sara
A musical program was given by
KPDO is the state agency worthwhile programs for Kenthe state.
Maddox,
Clarence
Mrs.
responsible for locating and tucky's citizens.
Butt, Montez Winstead,
Mr. obtaining federal ftinds for
Charles Brann, Mrs. Gus Bard, and
The Silver Beaver Award, the highest honor Mrs.
projects at the Sincerely,
Brown. Mr. F. G. Walters was awarded a programs and
that can be conferred on a scout leader by a local Stuart
and local level.
state
Julian M. Carroll
contest.
for his ability in a drawing
True, 39, now serves as
council has been given to two local Scouters, road prize
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On'Man'Set
At University
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Miss Owen Will Become
Bride Of Billy M. Roberts

Hickman Country Club Plans
Dinner, Entertainment Feb. 25
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Series Of Pre-Nuptial Parties
Honor Miss Jen Ray Browder

d as senior
I for the
Assistance

Miss Jen Ray Browder, who became the bride
of E. Allen Gearhart on Saturday, February 12,
was the inspiration for a series of pre-nuptial
events held during the early part of February.
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Rev. and Mrs. Wayne Owen of Water Valley, members ofthe Hickman Count- Herb Cathay and his combowill
ry Club will celebrate the month provide musical entertainment
announce the engagement of their youngest dau- of
We had a hand-clapping, foot- numbers to wear. If their lucky
February with a dinner and for
one and one-half hours
ghter, Dretha Carol, to Billy M, Roberts, son of evening of entertainment.
stomping good time at our Val- number was called they receivstarting at eight o'clock.
The club lounge will be open
Guest reservations will be entine party Monday. Mrs.Hen- ed a small door prize. Some of
Mr. and Mrs. James T. Roberts of Clinton.
for those who want to come accepted
a space-avallable ry Underwood played the piano the lucky winners were Dennis
Miss Owen is a 1970 graduate of Hickman early and socialize. At 7 p.m. basis withcei
seats being reserved. and delighted us with her sel- Close, Mrs. Moser and Mrs.
County High School She is presently attending dinner will be served in the Tickets are on sale in the Pro ections. We did everything but Temple,
Our Valentine box was stuffed
main ballroom, consisting of shop only at the cost of $5.00 dance to her music—next time
Murray State University where she will receive charcoal
we Just might push the tables full of cards and everyone at
T-bone steaks, baked per person.
an Associate of Arts Degree in Secretarial Science
back and do that too.
Haws
received
Valentines.
Mrs. Underwood is amazing. Mrs. Bill Leath and Mrs. Milin May.
She
has never had a music ler Hayes were very helpful
Mr. Roberts is a 1970 graduate of Hickman
lesson and has been playing the mail -ladies. They delivered
piano since she was four years and read aloud the clever cards.
County High School. He is also attending Murold. She plays by ear and doesn't Those attending were:
Mesray State University where he is majoring in
read music. Some of the num- dames Hyland and Effie
WilMiss Guide Jewell will tell the history, and a backward glance bers we enjoyed were:
chemistry.
"When liams, Raines, Hill, Gilbert,
story of Fulton and Hickman at these two counties which are
MeAlpin,
George, Temple, BurA May wedding is -being planned.
Counties at the spring meeting the oldest counties in the Pur- the Saints Come Marching In," kett,
Thompson,

f program
Operations
y Regional
(OVRMP),
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Notes and News From—.

of the Jackson Purchase His- chase Area."
torical Society, Holiday Inn in
Dr. Hunter Hancock, ChairFulton March 11 at 6:30 p.m. man of the Department of Biology at Murray State, will disR. B. Ligon, President of the cuss plans for the annual tour
Society, said: "We have been which he directs every fall for
really fortunate in getting Miss the Society. The program at
Oulda Jewell to give us a pro- the spring meeting, March 11,
gram on Fulton and Hickman will follow dinner at 6.30 at
Counties,
their background, the Holiday Inn.

On Wednesday, February 2, bowl by the hostesses, Miss
Miss Browder was honored with Browder wore a one piece dress
a linen luncheon at the Kentucky with navy blue skirt and red,
Belle Restaurant in Bowling navy, and white long sleeved
Mrs. John Lewis Witty
Green,
blouse.
Hostess for the occasion was
The tea table was covered
Miss Janice Lancaster, former with a white cutwork cloth. The
Dear Ann Landers.
Am I
roommate and sorority sister centerpiece featured a melte- nuts? If you think so, come right
from Owensboro.
and
out
n
tell
Don't
me.
try
to
ture bride and groom on a crysSeated at banquet tables, the tal pedestal surrounded with spare my feelings.
quests were served a three white mums
About five weeks agothe T. V.
and green fern,
course luncheon. Decorations
Crystal
candelabra holding broke down. I called the repairHe came that same day--a
man.
Miss Linda Allen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. carried a valentine motif with white tapers
were placed on
setting marked by indivi- each
ha
erids
soyme young fellow about 10
Riley Allen, 2613 Cayce Meade, Hopkinsville, each
side of the centerpiece. yar
dual heart-shaped place cards. Spiced
ounger than myself. I
tea and coffee were serKentucky, and formerly of Fulton, became the Miss Browder wore a city ved from
evIsionted with him while he worka silver
by
the set. It took about 20
a
bride of John Lewis Witty, son of Mr. and Mrs. pants outfit in brown tweed ac- Miss Linda Stokes, service
along with
minutes. Them I offered him a
with bands of orange and individually
decorated cakes,
James L. Witty, 410 Merriwood Parkway, Hop- cented
brown and matching brown ac- mints,
cold beer. We sat at the kitchen
and nuts.
kinsville, in a beautiful double ring ceremony per- cessories.
table
and talked. I must say I
Guests called between the
co
nj
st
oyed
816.his company. His visit
formed by the Rev James Talley, at five o'clock Miss Browder's sorority sis- hours of two and four o'clock. e
from Western Kentucky Invited
guests included: Miss
in the afternoon on January 28 at the Cumber- ters
University attended the affair.
two weeks later I got to
Browder, Mesdames Charles
land Presbyterian Church.
Those attending included: Lea Browder,
Ray Graham, 0. E. thinking about that fellow again
Hales,Jimmyso I pulled Out a few wires,
Carole Clark, Mary Bess Man- Nanney,
J. D.
Illuminated by tapers in a Witty, chose a pale blue knit by, Carolyn Cook, Nancy GibNewton, Joe Glasgow, Charles twisted a couple of tubes and put
central arch candelabrum, the dress and an orchid corsage. son, Marla Van Derkarr, Ginthe T.V. out of commission. He
Thomas, Felix
Gossum Jr.,
altar was flanked by two sevencame over that same afternoon
Johnson, Chris Moore, Glynn
The reception was held in ger
Bushart, Juim Joe Campbranched candelabra with fern Fellowship Hall of the church. Betty Owen, Tommy Ranklev.
bell, Billy Homra, Harold Da- and we had another nice visit.
balls at their bases.
The repair bill was $11.
The bride's table was covered Clay Foster, Julie Bush, Fran cus, Roger Kephart,
Morgan
Mrs. Frances Moss, organist by a white linen cutwork cloth. Haggett, Jeanne Gour,and Alice
Omar, Hendon Wright, J. T. I did the same thing yesterday,
played •More," theme from The centerpiece was white and Shanklin.
Ann. But this time they sent an Kenney, John Sullivan, R. 0, other
man. He wasn't my type.
On Saturday, February 5, a
•Leave Sega," •Close To You," yellow spider mums in a silver
Brown, Charles Fields, 11
/
fo tom a feel, j was aisp mad.
an4,IT0e.Lord's Prayez..• The bowl. The three-tier cake and coffee was held for the brideHyland, Richard Myatt,
traditional
wedding marches punch were served by Mrs, elect at the home of Mrs.RichJaspoHe.c
charged me $13 and there
Vowel), Richard Cardwell,
Milwere used.
John McCoy and Miss Anita ard Cardwell, Deepwood.
ford Jobe and Misses Joy Jobe wasn't a darned thing wrong with
Given in marriage by her Witty, sister of the bridegroom.
The honoree chose a trousthe
set.
Now when]think of what
and Barbara Brown.
father, the bride wore a floor Miss Claire Blaine kept the reg- seau outfit featuring a brown
wonder'f I' cuko.m
I've done
A
fourth
pre-nuptial
event
length
gown with horizontal ister.
midi skirt with beige blouse
complimented the bride-elect.
rows of white linen lace. The
After a short wedding trip, and matching boots.
mandarin collar, Empire waist- the couple now resides with
Mrs. Ward Bushart, mother Thursday morning, February
of the hostess, presided at the 10, Miss Jen Ray Browder was
line and lantern sleeves were her parents.
given a coffee at the home of
banded in dainty flower emMrs. Witty graduated from coffee service.
Mrs. Jasper Vowell, Henderson
broidery with pull-through pink Hopkinsville HighSchool and atThe guest list for the occassatin ribbons. Her double tiered tended the University of Ken- ion included. Miss Browder, Drive. Co-hostesses for theevent
with Mrs. Vovrell were
white illusion veil fell from a tucky for one year where she her
mother, Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Charles Thomas, Mrs.
band of white silk bows and was a member of Delta Delta Browder, Mrs. C.R. Bennett,
David Homra, Mrs. Jean Smith
sprays of pearl clusters on Delta sorority. Mr. Witty is Mrs. Ray Steele, Mrs. William
of Fort Campbell, and Mrs.
either side and she carried a currently enrolled at Hopkins- Robertson, Mrs. Billy Milner,
Roger Kephart.
Mrs. Patti Forrest, Mrs. John
bouquet of stephanotis center- ville Community College.
The bride-elect chose an atJoe Campbell, Mrs. Felix Gosed by a white orchid.
tractive red wool knit, with
Maid of honor was Miss Elizsum, Mrs. Billy Homra, Mrs.
sleeves and flared skirt.
long
Robert Wall, Mrs. Vyron Mitchabeth Armstrong and Jack Ble- Household Shower
Her gift corsage was a gold
ell, Mrs. Foad Homra, Mrs.
vins served as best man. The
Will Be Given
mum.
Warren Graham, Mrs. Charles
ushers were. Sid Allen, brother
Cake and other party deliThomas, Mrs. Jasper Vowell,
of the bride, Bobby Joiner, and For Carter Family
cacies were served with cofCharles
Barrett, Louisville
FULTON, Ky.,
—The Mrs. Jean Smith, Mrs. Roger fee or tea from
a beautifully
roommate of the bridegroom public Is invited to attend a Kephart, Mrs. David Homra,
appointed table, centered with
at the University of Kentucky. household shower for the James Mrs. Mildred Campbell of
valentine arrangement of car•
Cinrelvolx,
Miss Armstrong wore a floor
Michigan, Mrs. a
F. Carter family. Mrs. Carter is
nations.
length gown of petal pink silk
Thomas Maddox, Mrs. Lawson
former Gall Lynch of Water
the
REHEARSAL
organza over taffeta with an
Roper, Mrs. Thomas Browder,
Empire
waist of linen lace Valley. Their Carr Street home Mrs. Aggie Harris, Mrs. Ray
Members of the wedding party
destroyed
was
fire
recently
by
Graham. Mrs. Ward Bushart II were entertained with a rehearfeaturing a high ruffled neckMrs. Frank Cardwell, and Mrs. sal dinner on Friday evening,
line and ruffled cuffs on the and all its contents were lost.
The shower will be held at 7:30 Ward Bushart.
February 11, at the Holiday Inn.
sheer long sleeves. Her French
A third pre-nuptial event was The dinner was given by Dr.
bouquet was of white daisies and p.m. Thursday at the Water Valheld the following day, Sunday, and Mrs. E. A Gearhart, parshe
wore an arrangement of ley Community Center.
white daisies and babys breath
The family can use these sizes February 6, in the form of a ents of the groom.
Guests were seated at a Uon a comb at the back of her in clothing: Little girls, sizes 3- bridal tea at the home of Mrs.
William Stokes.
shaped table draped in white
head.
4; girls, size 8; boys, 12 shirt,
Mrs. C.W. Francis, Mrs. Joe linen.
Artistic arrangements
Mrs. Allen, mother of the
10 slim pants; girls, 7-8 petite;
Holland, and Mrs. Virginia of greenery of leather leaf'and
bride, wore a two-piece offwhite knit dress, silver acces- women's, 9-10 junior; man's Stokes assisted the hostesses. huckleberry centered each table
Presented a white carnation where the guests were served a
sories and an orchid corsage. small shirt, 30-30 pants.
corsage and a handcrafted glass four course dinner.
The mother of the groom, Mrs.
Miss Browder chose from
her trousseau, a full length
gown in black and white. The
bodice featured a stand-up collar with long full sleeves. The
slightly gathered skirt was quilted in white and accented at
the waist with a cumberbund of
black velvet.
Members of the wedding party
and guests present included.
Miss Browder, Allen Gearhart,
Mr. and Mrs.Charles BrOwder,
Rev, and
Mrs. William G.
Adams, Mr. and Mrs, Vyron
Mitchell, Miss Terri Smith,
Tom Browder, Mr. and Mrs.
H. E. Dacus, all of Fulton.
1 - TABLE, Values to $20
$5.22
Mr. and Mrs. Joe McCollum,
Sweaters, slacks, skirts, blouses, lone dresses, purses
Louisville; Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Graham, Lexington; Miss Mary
1 - RACK OF DRESSES, Val's. to $50—$10.22
Gearhart and Miss Susan Gearhart, Owensboro; Miss Lea
1- RACK OF DRESSES. Val's. to $60—$15.22
Carol Clark, Miss Janice LanHart, Bowling
Max
caster,
Green; and, the host and host1 • RACK OF DRESSES, Val's. to $90—$20.22
ess, Dr. and Mrs. Gearhart of
Owensboro.

January Ceremony Unites
Linda Allen, John Witty

Moser, Jones,
'Amazing Grace,' How Great
Thou Art," "Down Yonder," Rogers, Atkins, Stephens, McLeCornu, Summer"Robert E Lee," 'Tennessee Ginnis,
Waltz,'
Jesus Is Coming ville, Keating, Johnson, Eleie
Soon," "Happiness," 'Whisper- Williams, Dowdy, Tyler, Mcing Hope," 'Let Me Call You Carty, and Curry and Messrs.
Sweetheart,"Beer Barrel Pol- Cloar, Mrs. Moser and Mrs.
ka.' Looking For a City" and Wade, Stovall, Davis and Con"Beautiful Star of Bethlehem." ner.
Those who came to the Val- Next Monday Helen Allan will
entine party were given heart be coming with some arpodge •

Atm _eawdeia
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
What do you think?---Brunhild
Dear Brun. I think you've got
a bat or two in the belfry, dearte.
You must also be pretty rich to
afford such high-priced company. What you really need is
something to occupy your time.
Get a hobby.

Ann, I need your help.---Loud trouble. I wore the ctreastwice
Mouthed and Miserable.
and then hated it so I gave it to
Dear L.M.and M
A woman a friend who admired it on Fie.
who is 25 and already in trouble
Please tell me what to do. I
with her second marriage needs have paid for that darned dress
more help than I can give her in 100 times over in suffering. I
one letter. Get some profes- need your help.---Old Enough
sional counseling and find out To Know Better,
why you are a compulsive verbal
Dear Old Enough
Go to a
Dear Ann Landers: I am 24 harpoonist and what to do about bank and ask that a cashier's
It.
The
first
step
check
and a few months ago I married
toward a cure
be made out in the amount
of $45. Request that your name
for the second time. My hus- is to discover the cause.
not appear on the check. Send
band is 13 years older than I am,
It to the store and attach a note
a wonderful person, and I want
Dear Ann Landers. When I saying, "This is to pay for the
this marriage to work so much
lean hardly stand it. But I have tell you my story you'll under- merchandise I took several
a problem. It's me and my big stand why I have to write to Ann months ago, plus interest. I'm
Landers. Please say something sorry I did it and have learned
mouth.
pop off, criticize, get mean to put my mind at ease. I'm my lesson. Thank you."
You'll feel better the moment
and vindictive and then I hate miserable.
Five months ago I shoplifted the check goes in the mailbox.
myself five munutes later. it
•••••
seems like whatever comes into a $60 dress that was on sale for
Don't flunk your chemistry
my head goes out of my mouth. $40, I can't believe I did it. I
I am so afriad I'll ruin this must have been out of my mind test. Love Is more than one set
marriage that I'm a nervous to take such a chance with my of glands calling to another. If
wreck.
What is wrong with reputation.
No, I didn't get you have trouble making a dispeople who can't control what caught but I haven't had p. good tinction you need Ann's booklet,
they say? Just tonight we bad 'tights sleep since. I hate myself "Love Or Sex And How To Tell
an argument about some small for being so weak and sneaky. I The Difference." Send a long,
thing and I shot off My face want to make amends but I'm self-addressed, stamped envelagten• His onlycomment was "I afraid if I go back to the store ope with your request and 35 in
am disgusted withyou Please. and confess I might get into coin to this newspaper

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

I CANNOT TELL A LIE...

These ARE Positively The
Last 3 Days Of This Sale

70
%
orr

VIOL VIVO

FASHION
isms

VOCE MIST GO1

Clean Sweep For Washington's Birthday

S.F. To Seek
Federal Grant
The South Fulton Human
Relations Commission has voted
to seek a federal grant for use in
combating juvenile delinquency
The money, if obtained, would be
used to set up a comprehensive
program for youngsters 10-17 in
the community

- DRESSES
- BLOUSES
-COA
.CATS
- ROBES
CAR COATS- SLIM JIMS
-SUITS
-PURSES
- RAINWEAR
- SKIRTS
- SWEATERS
No Exchange
No Refunds

ALL SALES
FINAL
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Miss Sheila Harper,
Charles L. McMorries
United In Marriage
The wedding ceremony of Miss tar by her father, was attired
Sheila Harper and Charles I. in a formal gown made for her
McMorries was solemnized in by Mrs. Dee Fry of Fulton. The
late December in the sanctuary floor-length dress of ivory slipof Trinity United Methodist per satin featured an EdwardiChurch.
an neckline and Empire bodice
The Rev. Joe C. Gardner of- with an A-line skirt. It was enficiated, assisted by the Rev. hanced with Spanish lace in a
scalloped design extending from
Bennie Baron.
The bride is the daughter of an applique on the bodice to the
Mr. and Mrs. Gova Harper. The full length of the skirt. The
groom is the son of Mr. and bishop sleeves ended in calla
Mrs. Charles R. McMorries of lily points and were decorated
with lace motifs. The edges of
South Fulton, Tenn.
A program of nuptial music the chapel train were adorned
was presented by Mrs. Rachel with Spanish lace and the forKilzer and Lamon Kilzer of mal-length veil of silk illusion
was attached to a Camelot
South Fulton, the vocalist.
The double-ring ceremony was crown of matching satin overlaid
performed before an altar with with lace.
The bride carried a bouquet of
a central arrangement of white
chrysanthemums and greenery. white feathered carnations cenA white wrought-iron candela- tered with a cattleya orchid
brum entwined with garlands of with streamers of satin ribbons
smilax was placed on either tied in love knots.
side of the altar. Burning white Mrs. David Lawrence was the
tapers in tall white iron stand- matron of honor. She wore a forards draped with smilax and mal gown of red velvet featurwhite satin ribbons marked the ing an Empire waistline and
bridal aisle.
long, fitted sleeves. The neckline
The bride, escorted to the al- and bodice were outlined with

Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. McMorries

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News takes pleasure in
wishing the following friends
"Happy Birthday":
David Craven, Helen King,
February 17; Charles T. Cannon, Betty Pruitt Arnn, Mrs.
Tom Westpheling, February 18;
Barbara Stow, Februlary 19;
Hill Adams. Jack Graves, February 20; Thurman Allen,
Jonathan E. Walker, February
21.; Mettle Rice, Mrs. Alma
Jackson, Jimmy Gilbert, Jerry
Sublette, Fobruary 22; Della
Johnson. Bonita Burrow Bynum, Milton Counce, Nancy
Jones Thurman, Joe Johnson,
February 23.
BETTY CROCKER WINNER
Miss Banda Elizabeth Laird,
daughter of Mr. land Mrs. Randall Laird, Water Valley, has
been named
Wingo High
School's Betty Crocker Homemaker of Tomorrow for 1972.
Ronda was chosen on the basis
of her score in a 'written knowledge and aptitude examination
t:.ken by senior girls on December 7,

Nina Rose Moss Jeweils Honored On
Bride-elect
A•
Nina Rose Moss, bride-elect
of Tommy Griffin, was the inspiration for a househod shower
held at the McConnell Baptist
Church on February 4.
In decorating the basement,
a Valentine motif, was used.
The center of interest was a
huge heart adorned wigs cupids
and smaller hearts which provided the backgound for the
bride's place of honor. The
remainder of the basement was
decorated with smaller hearts
and wedding bells.
The bride's table was overlaid with a lace tablecloth, and
pink carnations. The serving
table was enhanced with silver
service and matching candelabra. Refreshments consisted of
wedding
cakes,
individual
mints, nuts, and punch,
Games were played and the
prizes were presented to the
honoree.
The hostesses for the evening were: Dianne Frields,Janet Harris, Carmen Gardiner,
Debi Cashion, and Mrs. Linda
Wade. They presented the
bride-elect with a decorative
wall clock.
Those attending or sending
gifts were: Mr. and Mrs Billy
Green and family, Mrs. Lorene Robey, Miss Melissa Peacock, Mrs. Wilma Wilbanks,
Mrs. Iza Allen, Mrs. Farrah
Kilgore, Brother
and Mrs.
James Holt, Mrs. Francis Harris and daughters, Mrs. Lyvenia Vowell, Miss Lisa Needham, Mrs.Oscar Newman,Miss
Mitzi Markham, Mrs. Brenda
Frields, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Pewitt, Mrs. Dorothy Frields,
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Austin
and son, Mrs. AVa Levister,
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Walker and
family.
Mrs. Essie Kilgore, Mrs. Maud
Kimberlin, Mrs. Marie W11haucks, Mr. and Mrs.Bill Rowland, Mrs. Peggy McConnell,
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe McCord
and family, Miss Donna Jean
Pewitt, Hubert Wilson and Bonnie, Jay Pewitt, Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Needham, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Brockwell, Mrs. Mary Evelyn Insco, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt, Mrs. Hansel Brundige, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Moss and son, Mrs. Clarence
Brundige, Mr.and Mrs.Thomas
Connell, Mrs. Wilsie Brasure,
Mrs. Christine Long, Mrs. Eddie Lee Meacham, Miss Polly
Long, Mrs. Myrtle Caldwell and
daughters, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Townsend, Mr. and Mrs. Boss
Parham, Mr,,and. Mrs..Alwbtr

candlelight lace. Her headpiece
was a Dior bow of matching velvet.
The bridesmaids were Mrs.
Terry Powell, Mrs. David Klam•
er of Evansville, Ind., and Miss
Sondra Fisher, room-mate of the
bride. They were attired identically to the honor attenuant.
Each carried holly balls tied
with red velvet ribbons.
Miss Kellie Ray, cousin of the
bride, was the flower girl. Her
dress was like those of the other
attendants.
Tod Holshouser, cousin of the
bride from Symsonia, was the
ringbearer.
Charles R. McMorries served
his son as best man. Groomsmen were Steve Shanklin of
Draffenville, Eugene McMorries,
cousin of the groom, and William J. Potter of Murray, brother-in-law of the groom.
Mrs. William Potter, sister of
the groom, presided at the guest
register. Miss Kim Ray and
Miss Talia Holshouser handed
out rice bags.
Honored guests were Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Ray, grandparents of
the bride.
Immediately following the
ceremony, a reception was held
in the fellowship hall of the
church. Assisting in serving
were Misses Bonnie Bonnell of
Detroit, Mich., Becca French of Markham and..'faiy;
s
nil
Uniontown, Terry Lichtenberg Grace Bruce,
'abd
and Marian Hegel of Paducah. Cotton Deason, Mrs. Edwida
After a wedding trip, the Harris, Mrs. Elmer Wray, Mrs
Gardiner, and Mr,
couple resides at 202 W. Padu- Lucille
Harry Bushart.
cah St., South Fulton.

FULTON, Ky.,
—Mr.
and Mrs. Leland Jewell of Fulton were honored on their golden
wedding anniversary, with a surprise dinner-party at Holiday
Inn in Fulton Saturday night.
Hosts for the occasion were
Mr. and Mrs. Don Stucin of Los
Angiles, Calif., and Miss Ouida
.111,611 of Fulton, daughters and
son-in-law of the honorees.
Greeting guests until the
Jewell family arrived were Mr.
and Mrs. Pete Green of Fulton.
The three-course champagne
supper was served at 7:30 p.m.
to thirty - eight relatives and
friends. Following the meal,
guests danced to the orchestra
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Nrs. Etna I

Mrs. Ema En
77, retired locai
erator and resit].
Street, died at 11

music of Herb Cathey and The
Classics.
Miss Jewell was hostess at an
open house, at the Jewell home
on Carr Street Sunday afternoon
between 2 p.m. and 5 pm. This
was also in honor of her parents,
ard Mr. and Mrs. Stucin.

Someone is waiting for you to get
in touch.
Dialthem long distance. Today.
Dialing direct is easy. Here's how:Just dial "1," plus the area
code (if it's different from yours), plus the number. It's quicker than
placing your call through the operator—more personal too! So dial
long distance direct, and save.
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MISS CARLA MORELAND

Miss Moreland
Chosen FFA
Sweetheart

and a long-time
New Hope Ur

Church where ti
oldest members
member of the
WOW, and a f,

—Miss
HICKMAN, Ky.,
Carla Moreland of Fulton County High School was elected District FFA Sweetheart at a recent Purchase Federation Future Farmers of America District meeting. This was a regular business meeting for the
election of Sweetheart.
Miss Moreland is a freshman
at Fulton County High School
where she is an active student.
She is the daughter of Rev. and
Mrs. James C. Moreland of
Fulton Rt. 4. She is 15 years
old and has as her hobbies
swimming, camping, and skiing.
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Come choose your moneysaver! Luxurious LTD's, all-new Torinos, sporty
they all have
even rugged pickup trucks
Mustangs
lower sticker prices than '71 models at this time last year. Yet they're even
better cars with all the new-for-'72 Better Ideas. Come see!

Joe Presi

Joe Presto/
villa, Tennes
day, Februar:
Tennessee C
Memphis.
Survivors
tors, Mrs. An
Martin and N
of Dresden.
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Monday, Febi

FULTON, KY.

PHONE 472-1621

Chapel Rapti!
erville with
church comet

Goodwill mission to Central America would be exciting

DEATHS

(Ed's Note: The %Bovril% to Quite, Ecuador.)
articles by R. Paul Wesepheling
prepared for publication in
(Third n a series)
• nationel travel magazine, are
Jeff G. Harrison, 62, retired
being printed in the event •
Fulton County farmer, died at
By R. P. Westpheling, Jr.
good-will mission can b• under8 a.m. Monday, February 14,
taken
this
spring
in
connection
So far our
at his home, Fulton, Route 5,
travels have
following an extended illness. with the Tenth Annual Interna- brought us to five central Amertional
Banana
Festival.
countries.
ican
Born September 5, 1909, in
However, two
A similar visit was PrePellid more countries, whictFare quite
Hickman County, Kentucky, he
was the son of the late Leonard last spring by the News editor unique in themselves are still
and Cleo King Harrison. He and many local persons have to be visited.
Costa Rica is the last country
was a member of the Palestine evinced a great interest In
making up another mission In the central American chain.
United Methodist Church.
Survivors include his wife, similar to the on* taken In 1%5 I might add rhat it is the easiest
Mrs. Serrilla Phillips Harrison; a granddaughter, Miss Telitha Black, Union City; a brother, Robert Harrison, Hardin,
Kentucky.
Approximately 160 members will be a number of guest young
A sister, Lela Mae Harrison, of Southern States Coopers- farmers from this
area.
preceded him in death.
tive's local board and commitThose expected to attend the
Services were held at 2 p.m. tee members,agriculturalwork- meeting from the Fulton area,
Wednesday, February 16, at the era and retail agency managers are, Ed Magness, manager
of
Hornbeak Funeral Chapel with from this area, will attend a SSC Fulton Kentucky Service
the Rev. Danny Underwood off- regional board meeting in Hon- and local board members: Joe
iciating. Interment was in the klnsville, Ky., on February 23. Sellars, Harry Hancock, Gayle
Palestine Cemetery.
The session will be held at the Barnes. Water Valley: Charles
_
_
-- Convention Center. Registration E. Roberts, Union City, Tenn..;
will begin at 9:30 a.m,
Vanoy Cox of Fulton and Billy
Also attending the meeting Barham of Dukedom, Tenn.
• ROUTE

Hrs. Ema Hawkins Jeff Harrison
Mrs. Ema

Evelyn Hawkins,
7'7, retired local telephone operator and resident of 305 Third
Street, died at 10:40 p.m. Wednesday, February 9, at the Fulton Hospital following a long illness.
Born in Cayce, Kentucky,
February 14, 1894, she was the
daughter
of the late William
Henry and Margaret E. Henley
Maya. Her husband, Herman
Hawkins preceded her in death
In 1950.
She retired several years ago
alter more than 40 years service with Southern Bell Telephone Company.
Survivors include a son, Hershel Anderson Hawkins of Chula
Vista, California.
Services were held at 3 p.m.
Sunday, February 13, at the
Hornbeak Funeral Chapel with
the Rev. James Lawson and the
Rev. Charles Jobe officiating.
Interment was in Cayce Cemetery.
Pallbearers were A. D. Russell, Charlie Sloan, Raymond
Sloan, Irby Hammonds, Bill
Gadberry and Elmer Voegeli.
Telephone employes
with
whom Mrs. Hawkins worked
served as honorary pallbearers.

Seven Attend Hoplown Meet

THREE

to get to because of its central duras all together.
Fourth.
Keep constantly tourist.
There will
locality.
an. reservabe enough in the other prey- checking about
Finally: In some countries,
As soon as the tourist lands in lously mentioned countries
lions. The communications are an entrance
to
fee Is required.
the capital city, he has to con- hold the traveller's
very bad and so it is difficult to
attention
tend with yet another currency and fancy
during any vacation, know whether your plans have This will cost about three dolexchange. This time it Is the
The trip is over for now, been fouled uP.
lars per country. Some of the
Colon, which is worth 13 cents. However, there are a
Fifth: The Latin Americans airlines will even
few tips
furnish them
The airport Is on the other which will make going there a lot
ar
buet free of charge. ft woudl be wise
side ofthe city from the hotel but easier.
a
d rlitvieel.
tythaftrfloo
end
l lyyouP
"
. Thpale
r•
to check before hand.
the ride is very scenic. The
First Obtain from the V.S. sharks everywhere who would
Have a pleasant trip ,and
beautiful landscaping outside of government a valid passport and take advantage of the unknowing
HASTA LA VISTA.
the city is particularly worth have an International certificate.;----: ; ----- noting, and the ornate buildings of health. The latter is needed
inside the city should be seen. upon entering any
country, and
Thursday, Feb. 17, 1972
The best hotel in the city lathe the passport is needed
because
hotel Europa. The food is good of determining
nationality.
there and the accommodations
Second. Since there is a difare comfortable. The prices ferent currency for each Counaren't as bad either, about 12 try, always have that currency
— In Operation el Years —
dollars for a double occupancy changed back into American
room,
money. Some central American
* Large Display •
After only a day in that coun- countries will convert AmerWell Lighted At Night
try, my travels took me to Hon- ican money, but will not fool with
duras, and the capital, Tegusci- their neighbors currency. The
Open Sunday Afternoons *
galpa. The airport is in rather a hotels will be glad to do it for
W. D. Prerers
sad state of repair, which is in- you, or better yet, make aquick
Greenfield
Fulton
dicative of the city; however, the trip to the bank.
Phone 235-2293
countryside is worth seeing.
Third.
Phone 472-353
Have a valid birth
One bad thing about its loca- certificate. When coming back
J. B. MANESS &
tion is that there is no direct to the United States, it isneeded
Greenfield, Tenn.
way to fly back to New Orleans. to know wheter the person Dian
It would be wise to skip Hon- American or not.
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Greenfield Monument Works

SONS

Mn. Mine Williams

Mr. and Mrs. Pete Winstead
had as their Sunday guests Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Winstead of
Dresden, Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Winstead and family of Martin,
and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Winstead
of Union City.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett WilRobert Eugene Taylor, 84, liams, Mrs. Lupie Haley and
Fulton, Route 5, died at 4 p.m. Tom Laswell drove to Medina,
Saturday, February 12, at the Tennessee Thursday afternoon.
We wish to extend our deepVolunteer General Hospital in
Martin following a long Illness. est sympathy to the family of
Born August 2, 1887, in Weak- Mr. Gene Taylor who passed aley County, Tennessee, the son way last week. He was of the
fo the late Robert Franklin and Chestnut Glade Community and
Florence Bowers Taylor, he was 84 years old. He leaves his
had been a resident of the Chest- wife, Mrs. Flossie Taylor, one
nut Glade Community all of his daughter, Mrs. Mike Nanney,
married life. He was a farmer one son Joe Taylor, all of that
and a long-time member of the community, and a host of other
New Hope United Methodist relatives and friends to mourn
Church where he was one of the his passing.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Jackoldest members. He was also a
member of the Odd Fellows, son called and asked my husWOW, and a former Weakley bank and Ito drive with them to
Marion, Kentucky Friday mornCounty road commissioner.
Survivors Include his wife, ing to visit with a cousin, Rev.
Marvin
Hall who lives in MarMrs. Flossie Harris Taylor,
We drove by the penihree daughters, Mrs. Mary ion.
anney, Martin, Mrs. Velma tentiary and looked around there
olley, Union City, and Mrs. on the way as well as had an
can Kathryn Scott, Nashville, enjoyable visit with the Halls.
son, Joe Taylor, Fulton; thir- Marvin is in ill health.
. grandchildren and 14 great
If anyone has lost something,
don't give up. You just might
andchildren.
find
it.
My husband lost his
A daughter, Christine Lee,
ee brothers and two sisters knife or I should say another of
his knives as he has lost severeceded him in death.
Services were held at 3 p.m. al in the past two or three years.
onday, February 14, at the New He thought it might have slipped
.pe United Methodist Church from his pocket and down in a
lb the Rev. Paul R. Wright big chair he sits in so he turned
d the Rev. T. Y. Smithades.je..jiair over and jriund Bat•
'elating, Interment was in knife. We heard something else
and turned the chair around sevNew Hope Cementery.
randsons served as palt- eral more times and came up
ers. They are. Joey Tay- with two more pocket knives,
Randy Taylor, Gerald Nan- one pair of scissors I haven't
Micky Meeks, Stanley Jol- seen in a longtime, three finger
Michael and Ronnie Mc- nail files, two pennies, three
nickles, one quarter, and a hand
ey.
full of bobby pins.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon
spent Saturday afternoon visiting with Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
George A. Lawrence, 80, a Bynum.
ired Graves County farmer,
.ed at his home in Water Valley
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Page
6:45 a.m. Sunday, February enjoyed a visit with Mrs. Pages
3, following an extended ill- sister, Mrs. Mammie
Harris
ess.
and Mr. and Mrs. Voy Harris
Born in Lynnville, Kentucky, and family one day last
week.
•eptember 19, 1891, he was the
News is scearce so here is
son of the late John Alexander
and Josie Motheral Lawrence. another one of my poems.
He was a member of the Bayou
de Chien Cumberland PresbyThe Animal Talk
terian Church.
Survivors include his wife, On the farm at the end of the
Annie Mae Perry Lawrence, day,
Water Valley; a step-son, Sgt. Have you ever tried to hear
Charles R. Gilbert, Tucson, what the animals say?
Arizona; a brother Henry Law- The caw looks at her calf and
rence, Fulton; two sisters, Mrs. says moo,
-orge Smith, Amarillo, Texas The dove calls her mate with
and Mrs. E. J. Hall, Water Val- a soft coo-coo.
ley.
Two brothers, Ben and Luther The geese flap their wings and
Lawrence preceded him in the ducks say quack,
The guineas fly in the tree saydeath.
Services were held at 3 p.m. ing pat-a-rack.
The
old rooster says cock-aWednesday, February 16, at
Bayou de Chien CP Church with doodle -do,
the Rev. L. E. Moore and the The little kittens say mew, mew,
Rev. Charles Jobe officiating. mew, mew.
Interment by Hornbeak Funeral
home was in Camp Beauregard The mare calls her colt with a
neigh,
Cemetery.
The tired old mule gives out a
loud bray.
You can always hear the dogs
Herman Cole, well-known bark
Fulton native, died Thursday, And hear the call of the meadow
February 10, at his home in lark.
Memphis. He was a retired
Illinois Central employee and The old mother sow grunts for
worked at the Tennessee Div- the little pigs,
ision Office here for many years You can hear the old owl hoot
before
being transferred to from a twig.
You can look up and there is a
Memphis.
He was the son of the late rabbit by a thistle,
If
you are still and listen close
Mr. and Mrs. Atkins Cole, longyou will hear him whistle.
time Fulton residents.
His wife, Pauline ShanIPon
The old billy goat goes baa-baa
Cole, survives.
Services were held in Mem- You can hear the sheep go blaphis on Friday, February 11.
Graveside services were held Now that you've heard what the
Saturday, February 12, atlp.m. amimals say,
Aren't you glad you came this
In Greenfield, Tennessee.
way. -

Robert E. Taylor

the Church of the NatIvit,.
Iv. Bethlehem. 'Miming the
Virgin on I'Alvan,: one of the
..or1.1%. Moon inspiring sites
of worship.

vere'!•••

rge Lawrence

Herman Cole

Joe Preston Taylor
Joe Preston Taylor, Somerville, Tennessee, died Thursday, February 10, at the West
Tennessee Chest Hospital in
Memphis.
Survivors include two sisters, Mrs. Annie Lee Francis of
Martin and Mrs. Mary Burrow
of Dresden.
Services were held at 3 p.m.
Monday, February 14, at Ray's
Chapel Baptist Church in Somerville with interment in the
church cemetery.

ILLIONS of years have passed since

M

this norld

began: and

and the joy that regular Church attendance brings to men in all walks of

more shall be ahead of us. Yet one thing

life. You owe it to your family to take

survives and that is the significance of

t 11C111

religious belief: the need for Churches

is an interest for every one!

"FIEND

Ile

Church every Sunda ... there

INCH

MUM

This feature is sponsored by the folloiving public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.

Liberty Super Market
South Fulton, Tennessee

Hickman-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better

Electrically."

Hickman, Ky.

Hornbosis Funeral Home
$E2 Carr Street
Futter', Ky.
472-1412

M & B Gulf Station

E. W. Jamas and Sons

Tires, Batteries, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Reed

472-9060

The Chitin's Bank
Make eur bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

234-2655

Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At Mit Store---er at your door
Fulton, Ky.
472-3311

pooh., Kentucky

SUPERMARKETS
Hickman

Seutts Pullen

Union City

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
KentuckyAA,.

pump.,

Fulton Electric System

smini

Henry I. Siegel Company. Ina.
Fulton and Smyth Pullen
a Geed piece te work

$05 Malys $treet

472-1$62

Ceenplionents at

Fulton Bank
T*411 PIIIIENDLY SANK

Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
MNm
Clinton, Ky.

41114771

HOSPITAL NEWS

Students From This Area
Fill UT - Martin Classes
ane Harrison, Ronald David
Hicks, Deborah Kay Hodges,
Patricia Erline Holladay, Judy
Kay Holmes, Charles Thomas
'Holt, Richard Eugene Hopkins;
Terry Lynn Joyner, Linda Kay
King, Bobby Harold Larson,
Johnny Wayne Lucy, Edith Ray
Maynard, Billie Michael McAlister, Patsy Gayle McClure,
Rebecca Sue McCord, Ahda May
McCoy, David Neal McKinney,
Shelia Barron McKinney, Sam
Ray Miller, Amanda Faye NewDavid Peeples,
ton, Joseph
ries.
Ward Phelps, Marla
Attending are the following Gregory
Proctor, Larry Mack
from this area: Nancy Cheryl Katheryn
James Glynn Ray, ArBagwell, Willard R. Bagwell, Pruett,
Reece, Don Mack
Willis
Hugh Scott Boyd, Robert Lee thur
Bobby
Robert Ward Bushart, Reed, Cynthia Roberts,
Boyd,
Ross, Janice Eugenia
Mary Johanna Butts, Bonita Joe
Sharp, Brenda Barker ShepBurrow Bynum, William Robert
Jane Ellen Taylor, Joe
Bynum, George Thomas Can- herd,
Franklin Taylor, Marianne Crinon, Ginger Mae Clardy, Carol
Taylor, Robert Stephen
der
Denise Coleman, Janice Lynn
Oran Charles Walker
Clement, Scarlet Marie Cran- Wagner,
Jerome Walker,
Stephen
Jr.,
ford, Donald Russell Davis,
Dale Walker, Susan
William
Lane B. Douglas, Wanda Lee
Betty Jean W.
Elliott, Linda Crider Faulkner, Carol Warren,
Carl Monroe Wolfe,
Sallie R. Ferguson, David Lee Weaks,
Ray
Zickefoose, South
Ferrell, Eliza Cordelia Fields, Danny
Constance Joy F'rields, Carol Fulton;
Larry Sims Alexander, FranCoates Fulcher, Carmen Sue
Dennis co Ruben Cevallos, Lady WalkGardiner,
William
Lee EdGreer, Michael Ray Bailey, er Craddock, Ginger
FenNancy Cheryl Hall, Anita Di- wards, William Michael
wick, Danny Joe Glasgow, Barbara Ann Greer, Angelia F'aye
Jackson, Joy Lynn Jobe, Jerry
Dale Parnell, James Rickey
Robert Stanley
Robertson,
Scates, Sallie William Turbeville, Greg Karl Veneklasen,
Bobby Glynn Wiley, Debra Lynn
Williams, Steve Nelson Wright,
Fulton;
Teresa Jewell Bone, Cheryl
Hampton, Robert
Kathleen
Michael Haynes, James Richard Hepler, Jesse Bennett Kirk,
Hickman;
Kenneth Wayne Jackson and
Betty Jean Rhodes, Water Val•
ley;
Bobby Dean Fisher, Wingo.

HILLVIEW
Aline Lowery, Evelyn Phillips.
Everett Boyd, Water VUlley;
Golda Strong, Mary Elizabeth
Sfunson, Hickman: Jessie McClure, Dukedom; Dorothy Rogers, Wingo; Lana Campbell,
Berta Lewis, Betty Adams, Dilcie Wilson, Tommie Nell Gordea. Billy Vanhoy, Lucille
,impson, South Fulton; Mrs.
Dennis Williams. Mamie Stephens, Evelyn McManus, Ludora
Dublin, Lena Cashon, John
Howell. Jr., James Crider, Annie King, Keith Lawrence. John
Wilson, Frank Wiggins, Jimmy
McClendon, Fulton.

Fulton High School football field,
WON 17, LOST THE 1801: The electric scoreboard at the
its blow-down by recent
following
week
this
junk
of
mass
a
is
standing for some 17 years,
by next fall, school officials
high winds. Not considered repairable, it will at hopefully replaced
told The News this week.

MAKES—

FORD
Five Are Taking New Advanced Service, a landscaping
for other areas
Biology Course At Fulton High ofprogram
Lake Street, in addi(Continued from Page One)

FULTON
Richard Aquino. Emma Ellison. Hickman; Wilsie Brashurc.
Martin. Don Carter, Duane Ingrum, Samuel Taylor. Watel•
Valley; Radie Carter. L. B.
Graham, \Tester Wilkins. Mary
Myatt, Clinton; Shirley Lee.
kenny Wiley, Dukedom; Jessie
Evans, Union City; Reba Coltharpe, Wingo: Tilman Adams.
Robert Howell. I. P. Kenctill,
Frances Sanders, Erma Sanford, Ora Teague, South Fulton. Nell Bennett. Zettie 'Bennett. Herman Harrison, Callie
Harvey, Nora Hicks. Jennie Lee
Lester, B. H. Lowery:. Out,
Lowery. Myrtle Rice, Willi:
Mae Richardson. Laws° ii
Roper, Riley Smith, Walter
Voelpel, Brenda Martin, W. C.
Bell, Mary Clark. Fulton.

learn what they want depending
on what they put into the course. tion to expanding the
There is no real competition recreational facilities at
for grades; therefore the stuPark.
dents can work at their own the City
pace. The Advanced Biology
Gene Hatfield, a longclass Is lending itself to advanced experiments and study time advocate of comprojects that will help the stu- prehensive planning for
dents in college.
Fulton has
The students and their pro- the City of
designed as the
jects are as follows:
been
Mark Owens is studying in planning engineer for
the field of Aquatic Life. He
development
Is supplying the department's the parks
new 50 gallon aquarium with and city beautification
tropical fish and plants. The
program. Mr. Weaks
aquarium took over two weeks
into set up and now has a total said that Hatfield's
of eighteen fish.
and expertise in
terest
Mark Fields is working in
• Chestnut Grade
planning make him emthe field of Botany. He is
to
by Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
studying the difference in plant minently qualified
and vegetable cells. The study lend professional to the
of mitosis in the onion is also
Despite the unfavorable weaprogram.
being done by Mark. He is
ther Sunday morning, several
making his own slides for micwho have been shutin for the
roscopic use.
past few weeks were able to
MENT—
Sandra Thompson is studying DEPART
attend the service Sunday at
Continued from page one
in the field of Micro Biology,
Oak Grove. Mr. and Mrs. Dewwhich includes the study of difey Nelson who have been shutin
Other commission actions
ferent types of bacteria in the taken included: roll call; apare now able to get out. Mrs.
air and water. Sandra is study- proval of the minutes of the
Drew Wall and Mr. and Mrs.
ing alge and different types of January 24th meeting; the reHerman Potts were able to get
plant life and what conditions reiving
out. Sorry to report that Drew
and filing of the.
best for the growth of bac- Judge's report for the month of
are
out.
get
to
Wall is yet enable
She is growing her own
teria.
Also Mrs. Doy Taylor is another
anuary and the budget report
Pastor Bill Strong
bacteria cultures at school.
member of that congregation
Inc the month of January: apJames Myers and Walt Senswho is still unable to get out.
of vouchers; recogniproval
ing are working with the enviroSympathy is extended to the
an invocamental chamber as their pro- tion of visitors; and,
family of Mr. R.E. Taylor who
tion led by Commissioner Bob
ject.
passed away last Saturday at
James is studying in the field Craven.
the Volunteer Hospital after
City Commission meetings are
of Anatomy Botany. He is conseveral months of declining
ducting experiments on corn, held the second and fourth
health. Funeral and burial was
of each month at the
•Mondays
other
beans, squash and various
at New Hope Methodist Church
at 7:30 p. m.
Monday.
A West Kentucky native, Pas- vegetables grown in the sum- city Ball
his
Leon Ross from Detroit is tor Bill Strong, is the new min- mertime. James is basing
Buy a"NO SWEAT" Homelite 150 visiting his parents Mr. and ister of the Fulton Seventh-day experiments on the amount of
light, heat, and otherconditions
Automatic—or any other new Mrs. Burette Ross.
Adventist church.
growing ROCK SHOW—
Homelite Chain Saw at the reguMrs. V.0 Simpson. Mrs. LaBrother Bill Strong was born for the necessity of
Continued from page one
lar price during our cold weather verne .0wensby and Mrs. Har- April 14, 1947 in Greenville, plants. James is also studying
Special Promotion, and well give vey Vaughan attended the Coun- Kentucky. He attended college the disection process of a shark. "Dekota*, and "Flight' Vom
you a zip-front. thermo-lined ty Council meeting in vresaen at Southern Missionary College The shark was obtained by the Jackson, Tenn., "Storm' froni
Sweat Shirt absolutely FREE/
Saturday afternoon represent- in Collegedale, Tenn., gradu- student teacher, Mrs. Hampton. South Fulton, Tenn., the ''UTIV
Walt is using the enviroMade of water-repellent cotton. ing the Chestnut Glade Club. ating with a B.A. in theology.
from U.T. at Mar to observe the Swing Choir"
foam laminated for extra warmth. . Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Brundige
He also attended graduate mental chamber
tin.
machine-washable. Hood,elastic- and Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vau- school at the Seventh-day Ad- growth of cactus. He plans to
Special host for the evening
ized waist and -cuffs, pockets. ghan enjoyed a birthday supper ventists' Theological Seminary, watch the changes in the plants
will be Gary Guthrie.
round
them
year
around
all
enviroment
the
this
as
wear
with Mr. and Mrs. Durell Ter- Andrews University, Berrien
You'll
Admission is $1.25 for all.
Sweat Shirt for all outdoor activ- rell Saturday night.
Springs, Mich. Brother Strong changes.
Tickets are being sold in adRene' May is studying in the
ities—especially when you use Saturday night.
comes to the Paris District
vance and will be sold at the
your new Homelite No Sweat
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan sub- from the Whitehaven Seventh- field of Psychology. She is door.
days
me
chilly
mice,
white
the
these
at
with
Chain Saw
stituted for a teacher
day Adventist Church in Mem- working
Hurry in. Offer good only while Martin Junior High School last phis, Tenn.
of which is expecting. Expera
supply lasts.
week.
The new pastor will have iments on the mice include
mice daily ,
charge of the three churches in consistant run of the
the
know
WEEKEND VISITORS
they
until
maze,
District, namely: in a
the Paris
ks
After which
M
Mr. and Todr
Paris, Tenn., Murray, Kentucky route completely.
v
US 45-51 Bypass, Riceville
calzrTyimShan
the mice will be tested for the
and sons. Todd anj
Fulton.
and
re
.'
Fulton
nicotine, and
Dial 472-2501
Nveekendvisitiorts in
Fulton
Pastor Strong is married to effects of alcohol,
also study
the former Miss Dixie Halver- drugs. Rene' will
Now thru Saturday
of mice and the
sen who is also a graduate Of the breeding
will have on the
alcohol
effect
Greatest Monster
The
Southern Missionary College
behavior pattern
with a B.S. in Behavioral Sci- young. The
"King Kong"
Since
closebeing
also
is
ence. The Strongs have one of the mice
observed.
ly
child, Sheri, six months old.
Pastor Bill Strong will be
residing at Route 6, Box 421,
VISIT IN FULTON
CHRIS MITCHUM
Murray, Kentucky. Telephone
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. McCarJOHN CAR RADINE
502-753-2715 or anyone can
thy, Jim and Patti, of Tulsa,
contact the new minister by
ALL IN COLOR!
Oklahoma, visited in Fulton
HIRAM
writing to P.O. Box ITS, Fulton, over the weekend.
92091.
Kentucky
WALKER
Advanced Biology is a newly
added course to Fulton High's
curriculum. It is supervised
by Mr. Billy Milner, member
of the high school faculty, and
Mrs. Marcia' Hampton, a student from the University of
Tennessee at Martin.
The class is informal and
each student works independently . The students are to

Adventists
Name New
Pastor Here

When you buy
anew

HOMELITE
Chain Saw

Burnette Tractor Co.

How to appreciate
atrue
bourbon:
Start with the color.
Ten High's natural golden
amber hue marks it as a

GENE AUTRY

NOTICE

Finally, sip Ten High
the way it's made.
Slow and easy. Here's a
true bourbon by every
and enjoyment.

Saturday Afternoon
Horse Opera

1St 0 ..1,11

Then, savor the bouquet
that only a true bourbon,
a straight bourbon offers.

measure of quality

"BIG FOOT"

/11
.
4.01•10
"
41

true bourbon.

Ø)M WALKER

I will be at the City Hall in Fulton
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 19th
FROM 8:00 A. M. To 3:30 P. M. TO SELL

TEN HIGH
STRAIGHT BOURBON.
WHISKEY
521.4i.14.

1972 VEHICLE LICENSES FOR

Passenger Cars, Trucks, Trailers,
Motorcycles

.cfsie.Orw
,
ArnaftWaidn,-

Please bring your 1971 registration with you.

(Except expensive)
86 proof• Hiram Walker & Sons Inc., Peoria, Ill.

"Rider Of The
Whistling Pines"
Bosoffice Opens 1:45
ALL SEATS 50c

Play Boy Late
Show Saturday

DEE LANGFORD

you are concerned about employment within a communthe f jlze.of your son or daugh- ity. It trains youth for a salskills
ter, y
should visit the South able skill, upgrades the
has
Fulton'High School vocational of an employee whose Job
reand,
classes this week, February 13- become more complex,
been
has
who
worker
19. This week has been desig- trains a
due
nated as National Vocational displaced from his position
or
Education Week and thousands to technological innovations
of schools across the country physical impairments.
call
information,
For further
will be opening their doors to
citizens who have never been the school at 479-1441.
Inside a vocational -technical
PAP TESTING CLINIC
school.
A pap testing efinic will be
Mr. Virgil Yates, principal
Hickman
at South Fulton. urges all adults hid ar. the Fulton and
of the community to visit the Health Departments on Monschool during National Voca- day. February 21, from the
tional Education Week. Much -hours of 8 a. sri. to 4 p
about career education can be These tests are given by aplearned by observing the exist- pointment only so call Fulton
ing vocational programs and 472-1982 or Hickman 236-2825
talking with community employ- eurly for an appointment.
ers who serve on school advisory committees.
Vocational education prepares all types of citizens for
•-•••
IT'S A GIRL!
Congratulations to Mr. and
Mrs. Paul 'Myatt, Clinton, on
the birth of a baby girl at 7:20
p. m. Tuesday, February 15.
She weighed 9 pounds and 8
ounces.

FRI.. SAT.

BIG DOUBLE
EzEon

Farmers Are
Invited To
Friday Meet
A conservation meeting on
no-till planting and water disposal systems will be held Friday, February 18, 1972. at 9:15
a.m. at the Fulton County High
School Agriculture Building at
Hickman, Kentucky.
Dentis Colson, Agronomist
with the U.S.D.A.-Soil Conservation Service, will bepresent to
discuss no-till cropping systems weed control, planting
methods, crop residue and
water disposal systems.
Anyone who is interested in
this meeting is invited to attend.

"Thar She Blows"
ALL SEATS $1.50
ADULTS ONLY I

Sun. - Mon.& Tues.

Barbra Unbind
George Segal
The Owl
and Pussycat

FULTON COUNTY COURT CLERK
,COO
PRIVIYMICI

SUPER
At Evi
Gillet!

As
lows,
Dorol
18-ox;

Hale'
1
Reg.

SUNDAY

CanaroN
CAMPING

WOE MILTON
SUE LYON..

Si

'EWA
o=
;Imm
Bri
Hair
13 on,

NOTICE
1972 AUTO TAGS

CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to Mr. and
:Mrs. Tony Phillips, Water Valley, on the birth of a baby girl
ill 9:23 a. m, Monday. February 14. She weighed 8 pounds
and 15 ()Laura.

For The

No Sa

Paid on r
In Ks

,
Th.)
ANS
Lek* St.

CITY OF FULTON

One of

Are now on sale at the Clerk's Office

P. MORE & CO.

Deadline Is February 291h

tee Itrettlavay, South Puttee
Phone 471-1864
Armstrong Inlaid lintr111010
— Vinyl and Ilte
-'Downs and McGee Carpeting
Uphielstirring. Mestere and
Antique

Penalty is $1.00 per month for failure to have
tag. Tags must be displayed on windshield of
car.

the yea'

BIGGES
VALUE
EVENT
is here

— Viking Kitchen CerPkTinfl

4

again!

One out
of three
families
will have
someone
in the
hospital
this yearand it may not be your neighbor
You don't plan on it. But shouldn't you plan for it?
Plan your family's protection with Blue
/'quality health
Cross® and Blue Shield',,
care protection to help meet today's
health care costs.
BLUE CROSS offers a variety of plans
that pay from $25 to $40 a day toward
your hospital room, plus comprehensive
benefits that pay in full all covered hospital services.
BLUE SHIELD has two plans: Schedule C provides allowances up to $270,
and Schedule D provides allowances up
to $405 for surgical expense'both include
in-hospital medical,x-ray and anesthesia
allowances.

With comprehensive Blue Cross and
Blue Shield, Schedule C or D, you are
eligible to apply for additional protection
available through the Extended Benefits
Endorsement. This Endorsement adds
and increases specified benefits out-ofthe-hospital, during hospitalization and
following hospitalization.
"Programs" are available for college
students, growing families (includes maternity benefits), individuals, even a plan
for those over 65 that supplements but
does not duplicate Medicare Send today
for details of the plans that fit your needs.
No obligation —No salesman will call.

Kentucky
BLUE CROSS® and BLUE SHIELD®'

•
Kentucky Blue Cross and Blue Shield, 3101 Bardstown Rd., Louisville, Ky. 40205
Without obligation, please send Blue Cross and Blue Shield information
(Check all items that apply to you.)

3

Childre
Reg. $

3

Ben I
400

Moro Say

"Bonus Bin

$

(Li

Name (Mr.) (Mrs) (Miss)
Zip

City

Address

Ladies
Reg, $

PAW
3-

NITE OPEN 10:30

RAY si*w(i*T Ross

Arm../iroar.

Everything a
bourbon should be.

Vocational Classes Hold
Open House At SFHS

The following persons were
patients in Fulton's hospitals
on Wednesday, February 16:

A total of 4.585 students have
registered for the winter quarter at the University of Tennessee at Martin.
This enrollment figure is approximately five percent above
the number registered for the
same period last year, according to Henry C, Allison, dean
of admissions and records.
Students enrolled for the winter quarter come from 65 counties in Tennessee, 29 other
states, and five foreign count-

Get this
Thermo-Lined
"Sweat Shirt"
i331

P-6 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, Feb. 17, 1972

The male, or
es from about
height at the
the female, or
2710 about 40

Occupation
Employed By(Company name)
(Company address)
Circle Age Category:

18-24

25-39

40-64

65 or over

D A college student
I am: p Getting married
0lam presently a member of Blue Cross and Blue Shield interested in improving my benefits My Certificate NoEl I am interested in forming an Employee Group.
S

11..p./.1Associalron 5' Naloonal Associsfron oi 51.Slug. Rios

Family
220

1

The male, or buck, deer varies from about 32 to 47 inches in
height at the shoulder, while
the female, or doe, stands from
27 to about 40 inches In height.

b. 17, 1972

SUPER SAV
Al Evans Drug

In a communxith for a saldes the skills
whose Job has
rnplex, and, rewho has been
Is position due
innovations or
nents.
for mation , call
-1441.

ti.

ATHENS-The first Olympic
Games of modern times, in 18913,
were made possible only when
two young Greeks hit on the
idea of selling commemorative
postage stamps, which provided
the Greek Olympic Committee
with enough funds to hold the
games.

THE NEWS =

Reg. 11 -oz.
Reg. Price $1.19

TAX TIME SAVER
All Metal Parts-1 Year Guarantee

Bayer

Aspirin
100's, Reg $1.17

Reg. $109.50
NOW

$99.50

77c

Filing Cabinets

Dorothy Gray

4 - Door Letter or Legal Size
With or Without Lock.

Lotion
Reg. $3.50

18-oz;

All Colors

$1.75
Haley's M-0
16-0Z.
Reg. Price $1.29

SAT.

Scope
18-0Z.
Reg. Price $1.59

EVIL
WV=

.°"""."%'°"a
'
°°""'"e"ft."la
'
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"
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'
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.
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.
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Vanguard Desk

97c

)AY

E NAMILTON
1E LYON

$1.09
Brite Set

Reg.
$1440

$125.00

THE OFFICE SUPPLY STORE

59c

"Two locations to serve you"

fl.

UM.

EVANS DRUG CO.
Lake St.

'ON

SEE OR CALL

MIKE BUTTS
FULTON 472-1600
208 COMMERCIAL AVENUE

BIGGEST
VALUE
EVENTS
is here
again!

February 18

r college
udes maen a plan
nents but
and today
,ur needs.
fill call.

1

Ladies Handbags
Reg. $4.95, $5.95

$1.22

69c

DOUBLE KNIT

27-inch Squares!
Rig. $1. Crepe Do Chino
Ladies Scarves

60" wide, full bolts

Children's Jackets
Reg. $5.99, $6.99

$2.22
Ben Franklin
400 Lake St.
More Sayings! Shop Our
"Bonus Bucks" Sale now on

$1.22

BAY
Family Shoe Store
220 Lake St.

improvFCN 2-13-2

Broadway

Assorted Patterns, Colors

- 19 - 21

South Fulton

Kenmore 4-Cycle
Men's Short Sleeve

One Group Ladies

WASHER

100% Polyester

Printed or Solid

SPORT SHIRTS

DRESSES, COATS

Val. $3.98, $4.98

Odds 'N Ends

$2.22

$1.22

$3.88

67c
Dimeco Variety

National Store

320 Lake St.

Lake Street

KASNOW'S
448 Lake Street

KNIT 'N TUCK
Washington's
Birthday Special
1 - Lot LADIES

GLOVES
2- Pair _ 22c
Railroad Salvage
456 Lake Street

New Spring Shades!
Machine Washable

BUDGET SHOP
436 Lake St.

Reg. $1.59

$1.22
HIRSCH'S
615 Broadway South Fulton

STP
Oil Treatment

97c Can
Western Auto
204 Lake Street

EMT..KENTUCKY
TV Dm Up

me.r. bit

$199.95

George Washington

Men's Long Sleeve

BEDSPREADS

Famous Make

Double Bed Size

$24.92
Kenmore Match-All
Soft Heat

DRYER
$119.95
SEARS

Queen Elizabeth

BEDSPREADS
Double Bed Size

$29.92
NOFFEL'S
420 Lake Street

South Fulton

SHIRTS
$2.22
Large Assortment!

Ladies

LINGERIE
$2.22
P. H. Weaks' Sons
Lake at Commercial
HOME OF THE

"Honest George"
Special!

BATTERIES
"D" Size
8c EACH

rw

City
National Bank

(Also see our other ads inside)

flashlight

(Limit 3)

ver

SEARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE

Shop these 17 firms for
some REAL BARGAINS!

Just Received!

18-oz. Brach's
Chocolate Covered
Cherries
Reg. 98c

PANTY HOSE
3- PAIRS
y. 40205

419-1420
Night's.. 419-1169

Phone

for GeorgetBirthdaq!

:ross and
, you are
gotection
I Benefits
ent adds
its out-ofation and

GOLDEN BROWN

48" Chain Line Fence 73c R.Ft.
37,000 BTU Central Air wo:$499.
Now $208.88
700 Washer,

SHOP THE SHOPPER
EVERYONE DOES

COWPROS

or it?
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SA
"
E
G
R
O
E
G
D
I
FRIDAY SATURDAY- MONDAY

the year's

[bor

y's
•Ilf0 CHICKEN
can .

p
'Cathy Owens
Earns Award At
South Fulton

Fulton

One of

are to have
Lndshield of

Railroad Salvage
Company.

Marvin Cardwell

HICKMAN 236-2726

Office

9th

and middlemen $767
4 per cent compared with a of the tab
Those shares compare with
24-per-cent gain in 1971
in 1970 and
But that includes all food con- $468 for farmers
year for transporting
sumers buy at retail stores im- $747 that
merchandising
- Sat. & Mon. •
ported and seafood products as processing and
between the farm
Feb. 18 - 19- 20
well as items which begin on the products
shopping
-- US farms The marset-basket gate and consumer
list Includes only farm-origi- Carts
The report made no prenated food products and is used
expected dollar
to gauge where the consumer diction on the
costs of market-basket food in
dollar goes
On that basis the latest re- 1972
Lake St. - Fultiø, Ky.
KNIMIINTENT111
port said farmers can expect a
larger share of consumer food
spending in 1972 Also middlemen will widen their margins
"If marketing spreads widen
about as much as they did In
1971 and returns to farmers
4
strengthen the retail cost of
the market basket of US farm
foods may rise about 35 per
cent compared with las, year's
rise of 17 per cent" the report
said
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn.,
For all of 1971 the market-Cathy Owens, daughter of Mr.
average
and Mrs. James B. Owens has basket list totalled an
In
been named Homemaker of To- of $1,244 for a typical family.
shopmorrow for 1972 at South Fulton 1970 the same items cost
pers $1,223 for the entire year.
High School.
,Farmers in 1971 received $477
Selected on the basis of her
score in a written examination
administered to senior girls Dec.
7, she will receive a specially
designed award charm and is
eligible for state and national
honors.
NOW
Reg. 86c Ft.
Miss OvAns was last year's
winner of the Obion County essay contest and was a Junior
Honor Student, and alternate de•Rig. $6
legate to Girls State.
This year she was named to
the soc I et y of "Outstanding
American High School Students," Senior "Who's Who" and
Is a member of Health OccupaColl me for cornpiete details on these and stony
tions Club. She works at Haws
other items. No money down financing arranged.
Memorial Nursing Home and is
SEARS Catalog Solos 111•04.•....r•
a member of First United Methodist Church.

- Con- WASHINGTON
aumers last year paid $21 more
for a "marketbasket" list of
$eod itents but farmers got
Only $1 of the 1971 increase
Middlemen pocketed the rest,
according to a new analysis by
the Agriculture Department
Put on another basis farmers
last year got only 38 cents of
each dollar consumers spent on
food down one cent from 1970
The report issued Friday
was another in a series issued
by USDA this week on food
prices Earlier the department
predicted supermarket grocery
rices will rise this year about

BEST BUYS IN TOWN

Nair Spray
13-es; Reg. 89c

Paid on Prescriptions
In Kentucky.

SHOP OUR

WASHINGTON
BIRTHDAY
SPECIALS

7 Hamburgers ...25c
A Family Restaurant

30 x 60 Double Pedestal
With Center Draw & Lock

No Sales Tax

GS

Farmers Realize Little Gain
Despite Increased Food Costs

VICTOR ADDING MACHINES

77c

Of interest to Homemakers

rHURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1972

FULTON, KENTUCKY

7warl

Gillette Foamy

MG CLINIC
g clinic will be
a am! Hickman
lents on Monza, frotii the
in. to 4 p
given by apso call Fulton
•kman 236-2825
ointment.

Stamps Paid For
1896 Olympics

70% OFF
On
* DRESSES
* COATS
• SPORTSWEAR

CAMP AXE
AND COVER
Reg. $4.99

$2.39
Fulton Discount
300 W.State Line

"LIVE WIRE"
All Winter
Merchandise

LESS THAN
1/2 PRICE
Clarice Shop

Early-morning
news from
Fulton, Clinton.
Hickman, Water Val
Iey, Cayce, Arlington

300 Main St.

RADIO WFUL

Fulton, Ky.

Pairings Set For Ke ntucky Districts, Illinois Regionals
With tournament time just
r. around the corner for area fans,
pairings for three Kentucky distheta and two Southern Illinois
Class A regionals have been announced.
*E The drawing for the Second
E District tournament, to be held
at the St. Mary gymnasium,
will be today.
The First District tourney
will open on Thursday, March 2,
at Hickman with The 10th-rated
Hickman County Falcons batding the tourney host Fulton
2 County Pilots. Coach Dale Ray's
Falcons sport a 14-8 mark,

Capp Fined
On Morals
Charge
EAU CLAIRE, Wis,
Cartoonist Al Capp was fined
.;500 and costs Friday on one of
three morale charges resulting
from accusations made by a
university coed last spring.
- Two other charges against
the creator of the "L'il Abner"
comic strip were dropped.
Circuit Judge Merritt Farr
said the alternative to paying
the fine and costs would be one
• year in prison.
The judge also rejected a mo--lion by the district attorney
that Capp agree to undergo
psychiatric treatment.
"You are a public figure,"
Parr told Capp. "I don't think

while the Pilots are 10-11 on the pair of ranked teams,
drew into
season.
the upper bracket. Coach Bob
The second contest, to be held Sparks' Cardinals, the
No. 2
at 7:30 p.m. on Friday, March team in the region,
take on the
3, will pit the Fulton City Bull- Farmington Wildcats
at 7 p.m.
dogs against the top-rated Car- Monday, Feb. 28. The
Redbirds
lisle County Comets. Coach Tom are 19-2, while
Farmington
Buchanan's Comets own a 2.3-4 stands at 2-20.
mark, while the Bulldogs are
The Blue Devils, rated seventh
4-11 on the season.
The two First District win- with a 15-7 record, test the
ners will meet in the champion- tourney host Sedalia Lions in
ship contest at 7:30 p.m. on Sat- the second contest on Feb. 28
urday, March 4, with both teams at 8:30 p.m. Sedalia, after seven
having already qualified for the straight setbacks, stands at 8-12.
The Cuba Cubs, 8-18, battle the
First Region tourney.
In the Third District at Se- Wingo Indians, 5-18, in a single
dalia, Mayfield and Lowes, a game on Tuesday night, Feb.
you'll ever seriously be tempted to do something like this
again."
Capp pleaded guilty to a
charge of attempted adultery
shortly after his arraignment.
He also had been charged with
sodomy and indecent exposure.
Capp, of Cambridge, Mass.,
was represented by Harold
Unger of Washington, D.C., and
Webster A. Hart of Eau Claire.
Capp was arrested last April
after a lecture at the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire.
In Friday's reading of the information in the case, it was
stated that Capp had asked university officials to name three
students representing different
political points of view and
have them come to his motel
room for discussions.
A married woman student
who went to the room made the
accusations that resulted in the
charges.

ray State University with the
tourney host South Marshall
Rebels, 13-1 1, facing the intramunty rival North Marshall
Jets, 7-14, at 7:30 p.m. The
North-South winner will meet
Murray High's Tigers, who drew
a bye, on March 3 at 8:45 p.m.
In the first game at 7 p.m. on
March 3, the Calloway County
Lakers tackle the Benton
Indians. The Lakers own a 8-14
mark, while the Indians are 1-20
on the season. The winner advances to the finals of the district battle, to be held on March
4 at 7:30 p.m.
Southern Illinois Class A
tournament play gets underway
in the Anna and Vienna Regionals on Monday, Feb. 21.
In the Anna Regional, toprated Meridian, 19-1, and Shawnee tangle in the first contest
in the upper bracket at 7 p.m.
Monday, with Anna-Jonesboro
A resident of the South Fulton area was arrested Wednesday night
un three counts of arson and three other men were arrested early Jacing Cobden in the second contest at 8:30 p.m. The two wintoday in connection with another arson charge.
Arrested Wednesday was a man identified by Obion County Sheriff ners will clash at 7:30 p.m. on
T.C. McCullough as Harold Edwards Sills, 42, of Route 2, Fulton. He
Wednesday, Feb. 23, in a semiwas being held in the county jail today, pending a preliminary
final match.
hearing before General Sessions Judge Ebb Gwaltney, possibly on
Lower bracket competition
Friday.
places the second-seeded CenSheriff McCullough said Sills houses in the same general area tury Centurions against
the
has made a statement which last November. The buildings.
third-seeded Cairo Pilots at 7
implicates'him in the attempted the sheriff said, were owned by
burning of a home in the Pierce Wardell Breshears and Mrs.
community about 430 p.m. Oldie Forrester. Both buildings
Murray High 73
burned the same night, Sheriff
Tuesday.
Fulton City 55
"The house is owned by J.E. McCullough added.
Sills was picked up for
FULTON, Ky.-Murray High
Bennett and occupied by the
questioning
Sheriff
by
Milton Shields family," Sheriff
connected on 60 per cent of its
McCullough said. "Mr Shien'i McCullough, State Deputy Fire floor attempts and upended the
discovered the fire and put it out Marshal Bill Lewis of Tiptonville Fulton City Bulldogs, 73-55, here
and Joe Chadwick, investigator
before it got out.- of control."
Saturday night.
Sheriff McCullough said - Sills For the office of District Attorney
Coach Bob loon's Tigers, now
also is charged with the de- General Fleming Hodges. about
struction by fire of two vacant 4:30 Wednesday afternoon. Sills 11-7, hit 30 of 50 field attempts,
was formally charged about 8:30 and netted 13 of 25 free throws.
The Bulldogs netted 22 of 75
Wednesday night.
Sheriff McCullough said Sills, a field goal tries for 29 per cent,
carpenter, gave no reason for the and had 11 of 24 gratis attempts.
burning of the buildings, except
Tyrone McCuiston led the Murto say he had been drinking.
ray charge with 21 points, and
The suspect, however, denied also collected 21 rebounds.
Adam
any involvement in a fire which
Laming collected 14 markers,
actually triggered the investigation, the sheriff explained. and pulled down 12 retrieves,
On Feb. 4. a farm home being while Porter McCuiston added
used solely for storage purposes, 10 tallies.
owned by South Fulton Safety
Mike Smith copped game-scor
Director Elmer Mansfield. ing honors with 25 points, and
burned to the ground, destroying was followed by Mickey
Brae.700 bales of hay. Sheriff well's 13.
LADIES
McCullough said an investigation Murray High
11 33 45 73
Fulton City
into that fire is continuing.
115
321 55
MURRAY HIGH 1731-T. McCulaton
In a separate case, three men
A. Lumina 14, P. MeCinston 10,
were arrested early today in 21.
walla 6. Lane 4. Jackson 4, Branaley
connection with the burning of a 3, Poster 3, Luther 2. Hudspeth
5.
$5.22
PlJLTON
CITY (am-smith
ss.
truck in Lake County early last Brockwell
13. Thant 7. Dalton 4. Cur.
[I*
3.
Richardson
December.
2, Baadles 1.
Ronnie James of Hornbeak was
charged with defrauding an insurance company and was being
LADIES
held here pending preliminary
hearing on Friday.
Doyle McTurner is charged
with arson and was being held in
Wools and Fake Fur Tiptonville.
Also charged with
LEXINGTON, Ky.,
xrson is Tommy Johnson of
;amburg, being held in the Dyer At the recent Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs Mid'ouhty jail at Dyersburg.
Sheriff McCullough said the Winter Board Meeting and Conarrests were made by himself ference, held in Louisville, Mrs.
after an investigation in which he Joseph C. Evans, Lexington,
was assisted by Marshal Lewis, sI ate president, announced a
GROUP
Investigator Chadwick and Dyer cancer detection program for
County Sheriff John Cribbs.
the 256 Women's Clubs throughJames is charged with paying out the Commonwealth; "It's
McTurner and Johnson to burn Up To You in '72." In this prothe truck in order to collect on gram, 13,000 club women are
Insurance.
being encouraged to contact
their physicians immediately,
200,000 Died In Fires for a Pap Smear test and pelvic
TOKYO-The deadliest of all examinatiori. Mrs. Evans states
recorded fires swept Tokyo and "that if unnecessary suffering
Yokohama after earthquakes and untimely death can be preFULTON
Sept. 1, 1923. The toll was 200,- vented, with early cancer detection, in just one woman, this
000 lives.
program will have been worthwhile."
KFWC is also stressing the
need for community information and action, on the control
of venereal diseases which have
reached epidemic proportions.
All clubs are giving program
time to speakers on this social
problem, in efforts to work
more closely with various
health agencies.
The board of directors Of the
Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs also voted to send
telegrams to State Senators
John Sherman Cooper and Marlow Cook, reaffirming support
for the passage of the Equal
Rights Amendment, H. J. Res.
208, urging the continuing efforts of the House to insure
equal rights for all Americans.
29, at 7i30. Fancy Farm's
Golden Gophers face the sixthranked Symsonia Rough Riders,
last year's champion in the
Third District, at 7:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, March 1. Coach Don
Butler's Rough Riders sport a
19-7, while the Gophers are 8-9.
The winners in the upper
bracket square off M 730 p.m.
Thursday, March 2, while the
victors in the lower bracket
tangle at 7:30 p.m. the next
night. The tournament finals
will be held at 7:30 p.m. Saturday.
The Fourth District tournament begins on March 2 at Mur-

Suspect Is Charged
With 3 Arson Counts

SHOP IN FULTON-SOUTH FULTON DURING

Washington Birthday Sales

FRIDAY - SATURDAY - MONDAY, FEB. 18 - 19 - 21
MEWS AND BOY'S

Winter Coats,
Jackets

Men's Long Sleeve

Pullover Sweater

DRESSES

$3.22

1/2 Price

BOY'S
Men's Long Sleeve

$3.22

$2.22
GROUP
Men's and Ladies

SHOES
Val. To $10.98

COATS

Coat Sweaters

Sport Shirts

1/2 Price

Cafe Curtains

$1.22

Drapes

$2.22

Table Cloths

$1.22

$5.22
Childrens Shoes
$1.22

KFWC Meeting
Concerned With
Health Projects

#
: STORES
4
4'..1
2

Lake Street
Fulton, Ky.

PASTE POLISH

22

$/

1

Your
Choice

$88
Your
Choice

3 for _

$1.22

(Reg. 80c Per Can)
(Limit 3 Cans)

PANTY HOSE
3 PAIR FOR _ $1.22
(Limit Three Pair)

BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE

g

Fulton, Kentucky

ildt MADAM RAY
Fortune Teller
Here for the first time!

Guarantees to read your entire life. Satisfaction
guaranteed. One visit will convince you.
116 BROADWAY
Just IA Block Off State Line
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
With this ad a $5.00 reading for only $2.00

GEO
OLD
RGE
Never saw better values than these!
LADIES SHOES
VALUES TO $6.00 PEE PAIR

MEN'S SUITS

"Pick and Save" CLOSEOUT BARGAINS

Ladies Perma Pressed
SHIFT GOWNS
-orMatching Sleep Coat
MEN'S SPORT SHIRTS
Ladies Flare-Leg SLACKS

Cavalier golden quality

$1.22

"Old George" Sale

ONE LOT THROW RUGS
MEN'S WORK SHIRTS
Boy's White Basketball Shoes _ _ _
Girls GRANNY GOWNS
1 Lot Ladies Dress SHOES

OLD GEORGE
SALEBRATION

Sale continues on

Shop and Save at National Stores During Our

Page 2

Friday - Saturday - Monday Only!

Ladies Skirts

KASNOW'S
448 LAKE ST.

p.m. on Tuesday, Feb. 72. The
Centurions are 13-7, while the
Pilots stand at 7-10. Dongola
and Egyptian square off in the
second contest on Tuesday at
8:30 p.m. to complete first round
action. The two winners in the
lower bracket meet at 7:30 p.m.
on Thursday, Feb. 24. with the
victor advancing to the finals on
Friday, Feb. 25, at 7:30 p.m.
Carrier Mills and Vienna clash
in the first game of the Vienna
Regional at 7 p.m. on Feb. 21,
with Brookport and Goreville
meeting each other at 8:30 p.m.
The host Eagles are 15-7 and the
second-ranked team in Southern
Illinois, and the Brookport Bulldogs are 10-8 and ranked eighth.
On Feb. 22, fifth-rated CaveIn-Rock, 14-3, battles Pope County Pirates, 5-13, at 7 p.m. The
seventh-ranked Joppa Rangers,
144, meet the Rosiclare Bears
in the second contest at 8:30
p.m.
The winners in the upper
bracket tangle at 7:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, Feb. 23, and the
lower bracket victors meet at
7:30 p.m. on Thursday, Feb.
24th. The semifinal winners
move to the regional championship tilt to be held at 7:30 p.m.
on Friday, Feb. 25th.

Thursday, Feb. 17, 1972

Beg- $50, For

$39.00
Wool and silks
Plaids, solids, stripes

$122
I

Boys long sleeve

SPORT SHIRTS
Beg- $1.99
$
188

Mens long sleeve
SPORT & DRESS

fleas
DOUBLE KNIT

SHIRTS

SPORT COATS

Values to $3.99

$2

50

^40'..<9140
,
.4.43
,
461•40...0•0

Enrollment
Dips At SIU
CARBONDALE, III,
Winter term enrollment on the
campus of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale is 5.6 per
cent below the same quarter a
year ago.
The campus tally is 21,291
compared to 22,569 for 1971, according to Loren Jung, director
of institutional research.
Most of the decline is represented in the freshman cies s,
down 1,148 from last year's winter total. The freshman figure
of 3,654 is the lowest of all four
undergraduate classes.
Graduate school enrollment is
2,836, down 276 from last year.
The senior class figure of 5,184
is an increase of 531.
Enrollment in out-of-town extension classes is 771,-a drop of
10 from 1971.

One rack of

Childrens Wear

New spring colors!
LADIES POPLIN

Values to $7.50

PANT COATS

$2to $5

$750

P. N. HIRSCH a. CO.
615 BROADWAY,SOUTH s T•N
Hours: Mon.thru Thur. 8:30 - 6: Frt. - Sat. 8:30 -8

Fulton, Ky.
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We Care

CENTER CUT

Loin Chops

lb. $1.18

CENTER CUT

Rib Chops

lb. $1.08

Va LOIN SLICED

Pork Chops

SEMI - BONELESS

FIRST CUT

HAMS
SEMI - BONELESS

lb. 79c

WHOLE OR HALF

lb. 79c

Pork Chops
RIB END

lb. 89c

SEMI - BONELESS HAM

Country Ribs
SUPER - RIGHT

Center Slices

lb. $1.29

WHOLE

TURKEY DRUMETTES _ _ _ Lb. 2k
BOX - 0 - CHICKEN

FRESH FRYER PARTS _

_ Lb. 33c

lb. 73c

SUPER-RIGHT SKINLESS

FRESH PICNIC

WHOLE BOSTON BUTT

lb. 99c

lb. 63c

lb. 83c Franks 12-oz. pkg. 59c
lb. 59c
lb. 79c Pork Roast

Pork Loin

SEMI - BONELESS HAM PRESLICED

Bnls. Quarters

lb. 73c Pork Roast
lb. 73c Pork Roast
LOIN END

BONE - IN

Ham Quarters

WHAT A BUYI

RIB END

Pork Roast

WHOLE

OSCAR MAYER

Sliced Bacon lb. pkg. 99c
ALLGOOD SLICED

Bacon

FRESH RAINBOW

TROUT

LIP CHILLED

(2 Lb. Pkg. 39c)

Lb.

FRESH FROZEN FILLET OF

Sauerkraut lb. pkg. 29c

OCEAN PERCH

$1.20

Lb. 45c

HAG FROZEN

WHITING

RIDA JUICE ORANGES

__

1 1/2 Lb. Box 39g

riikE PAW=
rnrreft APPLE - 1,41
24Q11

CHERRY PI
SAYE lac
EACH

rinillfPack

18 For 790

"GENUINE" U.S. No. 1

HAIR CARE SPECIALS
16 oz. Shampoo
16 oz. Creme Rinse

JANE

IDAHO POTATOES

13 oz. Hair Spray

VINE - RIPE

2 For $1.00

Tomatoes
Apples

lb. 29c
OR WHITE

SUGAR LOAF

Apples

41b. bag 49c Pineapples
(

BALL DONUTS

Pkg.

39c

JANE PARKER

POTATO CHIPS 9-oz. Twin Pack 45c
KELLY'S

CHILI W/BEANS 3- 15-oz. Cans $1.00

each 49c

Prices Good Thru Saturday, February 19

Joy Liout--4

A&P GOLDEN CORN

11111171 TOMATO SAUCE

3 Pkgs. __ $1.00

JANE PARKER FROSTED

4th. bag 48c Grapefruit 8 for $1.00

RED DELICIOUS

Each __ 39c

JANE PARKER ROLLS

BAKE N' SERVE

lb. 39c Beans
TEXAS PINK

(SAVE 20c)
-

ANGEL FOOD CAKE
LB. BAG

FRESH POLE

WINESAP OR RED ROME

P

10

(SAVE 210

PARKER

CREAM STYLE

669

FEATURE OF THE WEEK

to

33:ach

It's not too late to begin your .or of beautiful Sheffieid "Eleggeice fuse
china! nu, week collect these lovely dessert dishes It this smudgy; low
prim,

BAKING POWDER OR BUTTER MILK BISCUITS 4-0Z.

CUT - GREEN OR SHELLIE

Pillsbury Tender Flake 8 - Cans $1.00

Stokely Beans

VAN CAMP

STOKELY

Pork & Beans

3- 28-oz. Cans $1.00

BILTMORE

SPECIAL LOW PRICE

BUFFERIN TABLETS

1

3- 12-oz. Cans $1.00

(20c Off Le
Limit On. With tsAsa

Colombian
Coffee

89c

3 - 28-oz. Cans $1.00

Fruit Cocktail
Peaches

32-oz. Btl.

PEAS OR

3 - 16-oz. Cans 89c

CLING

3.28-oz. Cans

$1.00

100('0000000000000

Great American Soups

A&P
100%

PARTY

ASP YELLOW

Luncheon Loafs

100d. Bil.

&oz. $100
Cans

Save ltic On This Buy

Sheffield Heirloom Quality China

Coffee Cup

DEMUR MI

4 - 18-oa. Cans

Moan - Cream of Mushroom
Veg. Beef - Veg. with Ground
Beef - Chill Beef.)
With This Coupon
rz
Good only at ASP Food Stortrs
Coupon good thru Sat. Fob. 11
Roft. Price without coupon

g Limit 1 coupon per customer

J0000000000000000

Marvel Saltine

CRACKERS
LB. BOX

29c,

2c OFF LABEL
"
c -- Good

Luck Margarine
3- 1-Lb.Pkgs.
89c
With This Coupon
Good only at ASP Food Stores
G Coupon good thru Sart.. Feb. 19
Limit 1 coupon par customer

upon worth 20c toward
the purc. of.6oz. Jar of In*.

This

1

Nescafe Coffee
Good only at ASP Food Stores
Coupon good thru Sat.. Feb. 11
Reg, Price without coupon
Limit 1 coupon per customor

Clinton, Marion, Paducah
Named All-Kentucky Cities

Fulton, Ky.
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Date Of Liquor Vote
GbaniI To March 28

City.
the district judges.
By KARL HARRISON
depicting the Hickman County worked on Paducah's presenta- opinion of
The referendum concerning the sale of legal liquor in Union
beThe six divisions entered by originally set for Saturday, March 25, has been changed to Tuesday,
Sun-Democrat Staff Writer
Sesquicentennial celebration last tion, which was exhibited
publish
can
renatural
Commissioners
included
In
Paducah
fore a three-judge panel
LEXINGTON, Ky.,
March 28, so that the Board of Election
summer.
December.
sources, community develop- an amended notice 45 days prior to the election.
The West Kentucky' Cities of
A spokesman for the city's Paducah was cited for ment, residential development,
2'2 Clinton, Marion and Paducah
61 acre farm, about
City Attorney Paul Hudgins said today the previous legal notice
certain language
miles from town. Black- have been selected "All-Ken- "All-Kentucky City" committee achievement in:
Industrial development, health published in The Messenger did not include
So MUCK.. .
greatbe
to
passed by the 1971 State Legislature. This
said judges appeared
amendment
an
in
provided
top road on one side. With
recreation.
and
welfare,
and
beautification
-A
riverfront
Kentucky
tucky Cities" by the
today on Page 2.
ly impressed with the Sesquigravel road on 3 sides.
for so LITTLE...
Carroll, addressing luncheon amended version isheing published
Chamber of Commerce for 1971. centennial pictures during judg- project.
citizens have raised their voices,
Road all way
around.
finalists
would
26
the
it
believe
really
from
**********
'•1
don't
guests
made
Carroll
-A c it y-w i d e sprucing-up
Lt. Gov. Julian
sides of
call
ing at Louisville.
Good land, see or
cities as well as those from 46 have made any difference but we with civic leaders on both
to delegations
majority of
or the presentations
owner. 472-2501 day
The slides used by the com- project.
Only 5c per word
receiving more want to be sure that everything is the question and the
cities
other
chosen
cities
to
end
the
an
jurisdic-Securing
from all 13 of
religious loaders in opposition to
479-1438 after 6 p. no.
mittee were shown during the
minor awards, called the as- all right. This is the reason we
to reach
the proposition.
and honored at an awards lunch- presentation of the "All-Ken- tional strikes between labor and
amended
the
publishing
are
Kenof
sembly "the lifeblood
1969 GRAND PRIX, 2 door eon at the Phoenix Hotel here
managment.
In addition, many citizens out
notice and setting the new date,"
6,500 Homes
tucky City" Award at today's
in the county, who cannot vote in
hardtop. Kentucky title, bucket today.
-Establishment of several tucky."
Mr. Hudgins explained.
luncheon.
treof
been
son.
has
labor
"Your
who feel they will
seats, console, power seats, Twenty-six cities were finalyouth programs to provide
The IleW notice states, in part: the election but
Improvements mentioned in new
your cities,"
City
INCOME '11A.X. returns pre- power windows, door locks, air ists. The winners, in addition to
voting be affected should Union
industrial training, mendous value to
education,
and-or
ballots
"The
Carroll said. He said he has machines to be used in such an vote wet, have written a number
pared; 38 years experience conditioned, tilt wheel, cruiae Clinton, Marion and Paducah, t h e presentation of Marion's and jobs.
award included a concentrated
of letters to The Messenger, all in
visited all of the 28 cities in the
Cafl John W. Bostick, 207 Third control, power steering and
were Berea, Danville, Elizabeth- effort toward soil improvement; -Improvement in the central final competition and "I can election will contain the following
Street. Fulton; Phone 472-1647. brakes, chrome wheels, vinyl
opposition to the question.
proposition!
town, Madisonville, Mt. Sterling, expansion of a local museum; business district, and its related
attest to that work which has
top, bronze, white vinyl top.
Letters from Union City have
"To permit retail package
Pineville, Owensboro, construction of a new church traffic woes.
1970 CHEVROLET cusrou
occured in each city. I am stores to sell alcoholic beverages been both for and against the
See or call: Mike Williams, Pari s,
-S ecuring numerous new
Somerset.
and
Richmond
I) question, suggesting that the
COUPE. Green with green vinyl 472-2466 - Taylor Chevrolet
proud of all."
in Union City. Tenn
and the renovation of several
The awards were particularly others; remodeling of 20 busi- businesses.
"Not to permit retail package March 28 election may be close
top, green vinyl trim, Vh8, auto- Buick - Fulton.
panel which
three-judge
The
planned
of
satisfying for Clinton which held nesses; street beautification; -Announcement
matic, power-steering, power
made the final decision on win- stores to sell alcoholic beverages
construction of a new mall.
RENT Wheelchairs, crutches a sesquicentennial celebration
brakes, factory air, white tires,
ners include William Nash of in Union City, Tenn
expansion of hospital and -Construction beginning on
and
"Vote for or against by placing
ralley wheels, radio with rear and other convalescent aids at last October, and for Marion, health facilities.
the Greater Knoxville (Tenn.)
the new $10 million Lourdes
a cross in one square."
seat speaker. See or call Ver- CITY SUPER DRUG 408 Lake which achieved "All-Kentucky"
Chamber of Commerce; Robert
local sponsor was the Wo- Hospital.
The
The election was sparked by
t.
a
FuRon, Ks?
non Spraggs 472-2466 - Taylor
status for the third year in
D. Rine, director of industrial Mayor Charles'Red' Adams, who
man's Club of Marion. Mrs, C.L. -Construction continuing on
CATTLE
Chevrolet. Buick FuRon.
row, putting it in the cham- Frazer, Woman's Club member,
of
American
the
development
in his State of the City address
the $6.5 million addition to
AND
9 room home, 401 Forrest- ber's "hall of fame."
York;
New
Company
of
Power
that
listeners
committee.
his
month
told
last
the
of
was chairman
Western Baptist Hospital.
SEMI-DRIVERS NEEDED
See
dale, South Fulton.
LIVESTOCK
Paducah's achievement, dupli- She was assisted by James D.
dearea
Gerald
Dailey,
"evils
S.
the
and
all
has
now
City
Union
-Expanding residential conor call owner.
472-2501 cating a 1969 feat, puts it in the
velopment manager of Public of alcohol" but derives none of
BUYERS
Training now being
Hunt, who served as a coordina- struction and home improveday or 479-1438 night after
life benefits in the form of tax
Service of Indiana.
running for the "hall of fame" tor between the Woman's Club ment.
offered through the facilities of
men in this area.
want
We
6 p.m.
that
received.
cities
Class B Common Carrier. Inaward which goes to
Train to buy cattle, sheep
and the community.
-Opening a new museum,
He said since the State
dustry wages exceed $5.00 per
achieve "All-Kentucky" status
hogs.
and
Dec. 10, Marion was repre- art gallery, movie theater, and
On
Legislature has made it legal for
hour. Over the road Driver
as many as three times in five sented at the state competition tennis courts.
We w.11 train qualified men
every adult to have up to one
Training covering most states.
years.
with some livestock experiInn in Louisville by -Donation by Paducahans to
Stouffer's
at
of liquor in his possession,
gallon
coordinated
Experience not necessary. For
For local interview,
who
,ence.
Veatch,
R.L.
there is no such thing as a dry
Mrs. George E. Winn, Mrs. Paul the "Save-A-Church" program.
immediate application call
write today with your backc,
Clinton,
in
competition
the
city or county anywhere in
Hunt.
were
D.
subJames
Over
entries
70
and
Mick,
E.
ground. Include your full
.4rea Code 615-648-4971 or write
PRINCETON, Ky.,
Tennessee.
cepted his city's banner and acaddress and phone number.
Mayor Dolly McNutt led Pa- mitted in the 1971 "Opportunity
Semi-Driver Division, P. 0.
address,
mayor's
companying plaque from Carroll ducah's delegation, which in- For Progress" program, to The Caldwell County High
Following the
Box 3037, Clarksville, Tenneslarge
circulated
a
Friday
by
quickly
first
were
surrounded
placed
CATTLE BUYERS, INC.
petitions
Band
while
cluded representatives of the which the awards luncheon is School
see 37040.
4420 Madison
in marching competition during and the required signatures
delegation from the Hickman two sponsoring organizations: a climax.
Kansas City, Mo. 641 I 1
County city, which included The Greater Paducah Chamber To win in this 19th annual the Thomas Edison Festival of received.
various
1970 FORD TORINO CT, 2- Doting Parents
time,
that
Since
Veatch's daughter, Nancy, Mr. of Commerce and the Kentucky competition, cities had to com- Lights event in Ft. Myers, Fla.
door hardtop, Tenn. title, beige,
Ethel, hesitant about marrying
Harry Brady, John Lake chapter of the National pile a presentation for district
The color guard unit of the
chrome wheels, white lettered Fred, decided to put a blunt and Mrs.
daughter, Elaine, Secreataries Association.
judging committees. Then to be 120-member band also received
tires, radio, air conditioned, question to his mother and father. Craddock and
Robert Black and Wallace ShanAttending were Marvin Orgil nominated for state-wide judg- first place honors in its division.
power steering, power brakes,
"I love your son," she said,
The band will compete in the
of the chamber of commerce, ing an entry must have earned
automatic transmission, local "but I have doubts about his kle.
parade competition Saturday
Agricultural advancement and co-chairman of the competition a rating of excellence in at
ear, one owner, extra clean health. Tell me frankly, is he
and sharp, 302 cubic inch well?"
the face lifting of its downtown drive; P. J. Grumley, who least four categories of com- night.
(Jolley) Springs Community)
Chet Wiemann is the band's
standard engine, low mileage.
They assured her that he was section were prime factors in served as chamber president munity development in the
director.
See or contact: Chuck Jordan, in perfect health But, as they Clinton's selection.
during 1971; Frank Overmeer,
653-4507 or 472-2466 - Taylor well knew, Fred was suffering
Clinton's slide presentation for of the chamber staff; Neel CarChevrolet - Buick, Fulton.
from both tuberculosis and drug the judging included views of roll, director of the Paducahaddiction. Ethel found out the the Charles M. Moon cattle McCracken County RecreationSelling at the Bill Rich Farm located 8 miles
shortly after the marriage, farm, showing Clinton's agricul- al, Tourists, and Convention
RETIRED' Avon shows you truth
east of Dresden, Tenn. Turn north off 54 Hwy.
got an annulment.
promptly
and
FinHazel
and
before
Mrs.
leisure
fill
Commission;
tural background;
a wonderful way to
(Paris-Dresden Hwy.)on to the Jolley Springs
hours, meeting friendly people,
after pictures of the renovation ley, president of the secretaries
Church road or at Ore Springs Store and follow
and Mrs. Nedra
northside
earning extra cash. It's easy.
association;
the
on
of old buildings
First District Highway Enand fun selling Avon products.
Sale markers. Watch for the large Auction Arof the city square; a new shop- Davis, co-chairwoman repreCall 898-2708 or write Mrs.'
gineer Jack Gray Saturday said
ping area just beyond the city senting the secretaries.
- I am quitting farming for other busiberows.
which,
sections
small
eral
Margaret Taylor, Box 1022
Fifty-five local organizations cutbacks in federal approprialimits, and a number of pictures
cause of lags in land acquisition, ness interest- 2 Tractors, 45 JD Combine, 2
Piiducah, Kentucky 42001.
tions for Tennessee highway
will not be of practical use im- Trucks, Equipment of all kinds. Sale, Rain or.
construction will not affect the
mediately following their com1970 CHRYSLER NEW YORK-*
progress on the section of InterShine. Terms, Cash or good personalized check
pletion due to their locations.
ER, 1 door hardtop, cream with
state 24 which will stretch
/Gray said these sectors are Mr. and Mrs. Bill Rich, Dresden, Tn. 364-2107.•
brown vinyl top, V-8, autose.:sthrough West Kentucky.
not strategically vital individual- Owners - Sale Conducted by matic
transmission. POVirer
Gray said the stretch, extendly because they often do not consteering, power brakes, factory
Ainley's Auction Service - Dukedom, Tenn.
ing from Paducah 91 miles
nect two major traffic areas.
air, power seats, power winfolks have the mistak- .ained and there is sufficient southward to the Tennessee
"Many
Col. Rubert Ainley, Auctioneer
and
important
first
the
of
One
dows, automatic door, locks,
en idea that they must wait four time to meet these requirements state line, is still due for com60-40 Vinyl seats.
I3uy and Sell "The Ainley Auction Way"
But she did not stop there. or six months before filing for without holding up benefits. Pay- pletion in 1975. Gray said the practically usuable se ctions
See or call: Aubrey 'Baylor, She followed up with a damage
which will be completed is the
Selling is my business, service is my obligation
Charles Whitaker, ments can then be made prompt- fund cuts in Tennessee will re473-2466 - Taylor Chevrolet
stretch connecting U.S. 60 and
suit against Fred's parents. disability,"
complethe
postponing
in
sult
hangup
filer's
late
the
Social
without
ly
manager of the Paducah
Buick - Fulton.
Grounds: fraud.
Gilbertsville, according to Gray.
caused by delay in obtaining es- tion of the section from the TenAt the trial, the parents Security office, said.
FOR SALE - 9'5 acre farm, claimed they could not be ex- This erroneous notion sprang sential evidence, he noted.
nessee line to Nashville until
3 bedroom house, bath and pected to make unpleasant dis- from an incomplete understandTo further speed up proces- 1976.
plastic well, large barn, on closures about their own child. :ng of two basic requirements: sing of disability claims WhitThe 1-24 project was originally
blacktop between Latham and Nevertheless, the court held them One, that a person must supply aker suggests phoning in claims. scheduled for completion
Palmersville. Price very rea- liable. The judge said their decurrent medical evidence four or "It's no longer necessary to visit through Kentucky in 1972 but
sonable. Other farms of few ceit was too deliberate and too
more months after the disability the office for a face-to-face in- was extended three years when
acres and op. Immediate pos- important to be excused.
two, that no payment terview. In most cases it's easier it became apparent the section
session on some pieces. Robert
This is an unusual case. But occurred;
the was lagging behind in the late
Goolsby, Real estate. 235-2302, it illustrates that doting parents can be made for the first six and quicker to phone from
235-3153, Greenfield, Tennessee. do not have an unlimited right months of disability. "Actually comfort of your own home. Our 1980's.
Gray said various difficulties
to favor their child at someone it helps to file immediately after number is 4,13-7506. Please call
WATER VALLEY KENTUCKY
1909 DODGE BROUGHA M else's expense.
becoming disabled," Whitaker us to apply for disability bene- have posed problems in continKentucky one owner, power
A comparable situation arises said. In this way all of the re- fits as well as for all other Social uity of construction. He noted
Sale Will Be Held on the Property On U. S.Hwy,45 In Water Valley
that work is being done on sevseats, power windows, vinyl when parents are accused not of quirements are carefully ex- Security needs."
top, V-8, automatic transmis- unfairly pushing a marriage but
sion, power steering, power of unfairly breaking one up. For
brakes, factory air, white tires, example:
35,000 miles, Gold color.
A mother was sued by her
See Mantis Williams 479-2607 daughter-in-law for alienation of
or 479-2466 - Taylor Chevrolet- her son's affections. It seems
that the mother had waged a
Buick - Fulton.
relentless campaign against the
marriage, not so much because
Rain or Shine - Lunch Will Be Served
as because she
she loved her
TRENTON. TENNESSEE
hated his war!"The court decided this too was outside the
held
biro With Square Tine
the Gibson County fairgrounds on Kellwood
be
at
Sale
will
parental privilege and ordeed
the mother to pay damages.
Drive in Trenton.
'I
5'
{
1..)
Of course, the law does give
parents a considerable amount
of freedom to speak their mind.,
COMMERCIAL BUILDING AND EXTRA LOT
2 - Row Cultivator
1968-3020 John Deere Tractor with 1-row
In another case, a youthful huscotton picker with cab
Pickup Harrow
band who was having marital
Water Valley Implement Build- balance on delivery of deed 285 sq. ft. that has been used as
difficulties went to his father
Burch
1968-4020 John Deere Tractor
ing. Masonry and steel con- within 30 days.
a paint shop.
for a man-to-man talk. The fastruction with built up roof. Over 11,000 sq. ft. under roof 2,000 sq. ft. of over head stor1966 4020 John Deere Tractor
Ferguson Mower, 6 - Ft. Blade
ther urged him to get a divorce,
Has approximately 300 ft. of
6 - Ft. Sickle Mower, 3 - Pt. Hitch
2,000 sq. ft. of office and show
1964 Chevrolet Truck; 2-Ton Grain Bed
age area.
and he did.
highway frontage and 110' of
Could the father be held liable
room and display area.
This building has oil heat
1Vhdela Balanced(
Set of tank racks for Farman Tractor
2-Ton grain bed
1
1951 Ford Truck,/
depth. Here is an opportunity
by the divorced wife for alienathroughout plus the front
to purchase a desirable build- 6,200 sq. ft. of chop area
Floating - type 2-Row Cultivator
2 - John Deere 4-Row Planters
tion of affections? A court said
part is air-conditioned.
i
ing on a main highway. Plenty 2,275 sq. ft. on north end that
sc
interD
his
Planter
AC
Flex*
1 4•Flow
VIIELS ALIGNED( he could not, becausethe reasoncould be used as a separate Natural gas and city water
of square footage for almost
ference was within
1 - Covington Planter mounted on cultivator
available.
business or has large double
any type business.
able limits of a parent's role. As
doors connecting the rooms. Building will sell at 12:30 p. m.
Terms: /
1 1 down-balanc• over
THIS IS ONLY A PARTIAL LIST Of The
John Deere Plow, 3 x 16"
one judge put it:
• 10 year period at 7% Inter- 374 sq. ft. for storage (also has Pre-Auction inspection is inEquipment that will be at this sale.
Massey Ferguson Plow, 3 x 14"
"Times of stress naturally
vited.
a 4" turbine well.)
est. 10% down day of sate bring parent and child together
State Line
Ford Plow, 4-Bottom
counsel and advice. This, the
my ridbeel -. Pb. 47847411 for
5-Ft.
Ford
3
Disc,
Pt.
law does not condemn."
55 J. D. Combine.
FARMING EQUIPMENT
International 10' offset disc.
We expect several more tractors and NumToughline Disc, 24 Blade
E-Z flow spreader.
Ford Rotary Mower (7').
Fox Silage cutter.
Ford Chisel Plow, 3 Pt. Hitch
erous pieces of equipment.
Rotary Mower 12'.
John Deere Pasture Seeder,
Front end loader.
A. C. Tractor (a. a.) has disc Rotary Mower S'.
THIS IS AN OPEN SALE Sponsored by the Production Credit Association m • service to
1953 Jubilee Ford.
Combine (10' header)
plow and cultivator.
Ford
the farmers of Gibson County. If you have equipment that you would like to sell, then
Ford cultivator (2-row).
5' disc.
(Pickup reel and robot).
Ice Machines Air Conditioning and heating
BRING IT to this sale3-Pt. Cultivator fl-row).
Fox silage cutter (1-row).
72 AC Combine.
Bushhog offset disc (8').
1000 lbs. of Kobe Lespedera
Burch wheel disc (8').
Low and Medium temperature refrigeration
Dealers-Farmers-attend this sale if you need equipment.
Seed (Test on Bag).
AC foldup rotary hoe (4-rowb New Holland Whig* cutter.
AC Cultivator 30".6 row.
Mower,
C.
Ford Plow lx 14.
A.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT50 John Deers Tractor.
Super C Farmall Tractor and Flex Harrow (17').
Service Contracts and QuarterGIBSON COUNTY PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATION,
80-RAC mower 7'.
Cultivator.
Cultipacker 8'.
Sponsor Offices:
60 Ford pick-up truck.
4 x 12 M. F. Plow.
KBA wheel disc - 10'.
ly Inspection available.
TRENTON, TENN.
Phone 885-0631
Large or Small Equipment. We have
This sale will be a open sale. Bring any piece. of equipment that you have for sale and
HUMBOLDT, TENN.
Phone 784-3335
the capability to repair or replace as
it will sell Immediately after the equipment listed above.
OR
needed.
more information contact-Mr.Warren Johnson, Owner, Box 62
For
-For More Information, ContactWater Valley, Kentucky. Phone - 502-355-2613. - Or Alexander
MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, AUCTIONEER

ON 74RCETEVERY TIME

MEN WANTED

Caldwell High
Band Wins Top
Marching Prize'

PUBLIC SALE

Saturday, February 19, 1972 10:00 A.N.

Cutbacks Won't Affect
Kentucky 1-24 Stretch

Ideas On Disability
Wrong, Official Says

Real Estate And Farming Equipment

AT AUCTION

Monday, February 21, 1972- 10:00 A.M.

PUBLIC AUCTION

Saturday, February 19, 1972 10:00 A. M.

r WANTED!

-FARMING EOUIPMENT-

I
1
.
.
uREs
TeuED
t

1

City Tire Co.
lot W.

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL

Stanley Jones Mechanical Contractors

(Service Depart.)
111 MORRIS STREET,

Rick Berlage, Service Mgr.
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.

OFFICE PHONE (901) 4794311

ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES
First Federal Bldg., Martin, Tennessee
Marvin Alexander, 587-4568

587-3801
License Number 67
Wendell Alexander, 364-2855

Real Estate and Auction Sales- Marvin E. Alexander, Auctioneer
First Federal Building - Martin, Tenn. Phone 587-3801. Lic. No.67
Night-Marvin E. Alexander 587-4568

-

Night-Wendell Alexander 364-1155
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During this once-a-year event, most
Magnavox models are substantially
price-reduced: Save up to $151 on
Color Stereo Theatres. . up to $101 on
fine furniture Color TV... up to $102
on Stereo consoles. .. up to $80 on
Stereo Component Systems Save on
Monochrome TV, Tape Recorders and
Radios, too. All have the built-in performance and reliability that have
made Magnavox a leader in the field of'
finest quality electronics for over 6
years!

in Union City.
ed to Tuesday,
rs can publish
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lain language
islature. This
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cannot vote in
Ito feel they will
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may be close

ANTED
TLE
TOCK
E RS
in this area.
cattle, sheep
qualified men
stock experial interview.
th your backde your full
one number.

ERS, INC.
adhere
Me. 64111

SAVE $101
Here, truly is color TV that is as magnificent
off as it is on ! Beautiful breakfront styling
(with decorative doors concealing front controls) to enhance your home. . and advanced
Magnavox features to bring you superb viewing. TAC is a complete electronic system that
lets you kick the TV tuning habit by automatically keeping flesh tones natural and pictures sharp. No more jumping up to adjust
controls . . and no more green or purple
faces. The Matrix Picture Tube has a black
substance surrounding each color dot—resulting in better picture contrast, brighter and

sharper pictures. And, the Magna-Power
Chassis uses predominantly solid-state components for improved performance and greater
reliability. See these Color TV values today !

YOUR CHOICE
OF THREE
AUTHENTIC STYLES

•d 8 miles
f 54 Hwy.
•y Springs
.nd follow
uction Ar•ther busiombine, 2
e, Rain or,
ized check
• 364-2107

...watch, play and listen
to one beautiful, all-inclusive
COLOR STEREO THEATRE

Spanish armoire styling—model 7827. Contemporary.
and Early American styles, too Your choice.

TV, Radio, Phono,
Total Automatic
Color System...
plus Remote Control

S944:

'

SAVE $ 51

Early American—model 7184

NIcagnCI1F422C

Mediterranean styling—model 7186
Also save on remote control.

Valley

S

AVE s20on Stereo FM/AM
Radio System model 1711 with 10-Watts
EIA music power and two highly-efficient
full-range speakers. Jacks for optionals
(phono or tape, headphones). Great
Magnavox sound. Hear it I

has been used as
oP•
over heed storhas oil heat
plus the front
r-conditioned,
and city water

Mediterranean styling—model 3426.
Contemporary and Early American styles are also available.

Son FM /AM digital clock
radio model 1782 with illuminated radio
dial and flip-type clock, switchable
FM /AFC, wake-to-music and wake-toalarm controls, plus a convenient AM and
PM 24-hour alarm set. See it now!

NOW $9995

NOW $3995

Solid-State Stereo FM/AM Radio-Phonograph
If you've always wanted a Magnavox, but thought you couldn't afford one
—come in now and see how wrong you've been! Although modestlypriced, quality isn't sacrificed. This Annual Sale value offers you 15-Watts
EIA music power, two 8" Bass Woofers and two 5" treble speakers, plus a
precision automatic player. Even record storage. And, it's as pleasing to
the eye as it is to the ear. See it. . . Hear it .. and SAVE I

SAVE $51 NOW $248
Open 8: am to 5: pia
Non. Thra Sat.

...on this superb Magnavox
DRUM TABLE solid-state
stereo FM/AM RadioPhonograph that looks as
great as it sounds!

SAVE $

SAVE $

on 8-Track Stereo Cartridge Player Thodel 8869, with front loading, Auto Program Changer, Contiauous Play, Track Selector button and
track indicator. Cables, too. Easily connects to your console or music system

1st - 10'.

er, Box 62
Alexander
Auctioneer
Lic. No.67
364-7235

SAVE $51

NOW:

m, Tenn.
- -r
Way"
obligation

ve for sills and

Page 5

Perfect wherever space is a problem, this magnificent
Magnavox will bring you 21" diagonal measure pictures with the convenience of TAC —the complete
system that automatically keeps pictures sharp, flesh
tones natural (no more green or purple faces). And-it will bring you great stereo listening—from Stereo
FM/AM radio, recordings, or optional tape. 20-Watts
EIA music power, two 12" Bass Woofers, two 1,000
Hz. Exponential Horns, pull-out Micromatic player,
record storage. Its convenient remote control lets youturn set on /off, change UHF/VHF channels, adjust:
volume of TV-radio-phono, and reject records. Also;
save on Color TV Consoles
and Portables, Stereo Consoles and Component Systems, Radios, Tape Recorders
and Monochrome TV.

Contemporary—model 7182

✓ (2-row).
•
r (1-row).
disc (0')•
Silage cutter.
x 14.
•Tractor.

Thursday, Feb. 17, 1972

...on each of these Total Automatic Color consoles!

:00 A.N.

sell at 12:30 p. m.
Inspection is in.

Fulton, Ky.

WADE TELEVISION

Mediterranean styling—model 3483. Contemporary anti.
Early American styles available also. Your choice.

YOUR CHOICE OF
THREE STYLES

NOW$298

It's really a stereo in disguise You'd neve(
guess that there's a pull-out 20-Watt (EIA music -power) radio-phono behind those doors. Or a six-;
speaker omni-dimensional sound system concealed.
behind the grille work (projecting sound in altdirections). Or enough space to store 20 record__:
albums. But there is. It's a sort of hide-a-stereo.
Magnavox makes it for people who believe a great :
stereo should be heard but not necessarily seen.
Also save on Color Stereo Theatres, Color TV,
other Stereo Consoles and Component Systems, Radios, Tape Recorders and Mono- '
chrome TV during these Annual Sales.

WHOLE
LB.

U.S. GOV. INSPECTED

LARGE FRESH

FRY
ERS
27t

HENS

CUT UP
33C

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

Ar.amffAndminrAnarArawAndor.orArAvArmAr Fulton, Ky.
U.S. CHOICE

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

LB,

Lb. 49c
Lb. 69c

LEGS

BREAST
WINGS

Lb. 29c

BACKS

Lb. 4

THIGHS

GIZZARDS
ROASTING

LAKE BRAND

LB-

FRESH WATER FROZEN

GROUND CHUCK

REELFOOT CORN VALLEY PORK

Lb. 59c

120Z.
PKG.

LB.

OLEO

SOUP BONES

BOX

DINTY MOORE

CORN 16-oz. 303 Size

5 For $1.00

GET

With Other Purchases
CAN

VEGETABLE STEW

Your Key
AT

CANS

Pk ••••

PF,
P.•

SEVEN-VALUABLE
PRIZES FREE!

$1
6

ism If Isst I.y 001.1111 t 0.4 1,
“ Us
st. Gel

Othe

FREE!
GIVEN rDEEI
AWAY 1 n

QUART

6fiA

LUNCHEON LOAF 12-oz. 3 For $1.00

24-oz. __ 49c

5
BREAD
ROLLS
PEPPER
290
TOWELS 3
SAUSAGE
CHEESE 2 69
HYDE PARK

$

Pkg. Of 12 $

BROWN 'N SERVE

FOR

4

HYDE PARR BLACK

111

KREY VIENNA

SEE
STORE DISPLAY

5-0Z. CAN

FOR

1

SPREADIT IMITATION

THIS WEEK'S WINNER
GLADYS EVANS

LBS

Fulton, Ry.

—Kxaft Herb & Garlic

DANISH CHAMP

BIG ROLLS

Seven Valuable Kitchen
Appliances
LB.BAG)
!
5t

390

VIVA PAPER

GM It A Sy Cs Muses,

Cle The henIK

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON WEDNESDAY

4 oz. CAN

CANS

KRAFT

Lb.29c

16 °z LOAF

•1...1.111 MUM an cs•Sallaisbo

FRESH PEAS 23°I;can29

NECK BONES

HYDE PARK

WIN
A VALUABLE PRIZE!

1

KITCH'N KRAFT BLACKEYE, PURPLE HULL FIELD

BEANS
MAYONNAISE

99t

LB.

FOR

OUR STOR
UNLOCK OUR
TREASURE CHEST

ij licKERAL

AS
3°3 SIZE
GREAT NORTHERN DRIED

LIVER

Lb. 59c

AFAV/ANWAIrIIMAPWWAIIIPWWAYAI

LLFN'S

Lb.$1.49

CALVES

_

WASHING POWDER SAVE 52c

HYDE -PARK

BisculTs

5F1

BAR B - Q PORK

129

AND ADDIT. $7.50 PURCHASE
EXCLUDING MILK & TOBACCO
PRODUCTS. LIMIT 1 COUPON
PER FAMILY.

CHEE

$1.00

FOR

WITH THIS COUPON

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

5 Lbs.

Lb. 79c

5 $1 Hamburger
Lb. 99c

PORK LIVER

Lb.49c

GIANT SIZE

MARBEL STICK

SLICED BACON

Adr.47/AVIVAVAIAIMOYMArIVAIWAVAVAIFIY/APAIVAIVIAIIIIIMAKAKIMIVIFIPIIIROVAIAUKA

SO. FULTON, TENN.

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON WEDNESDAY

Lb. 59c

HOUS1ER VALLEY

U.S. CHOICE

rtIZIIIIMIKOrIFIKIAKIAVAI/IPSIMIAVAPUIr

SHORT RIBS

REELFOOT

FRA59
NKS0 'CLUB STEAK

LBS.

ll

WHOLE or HALF SLAB

SLAB BACON

WHOLE

STEW MEAT

Lb.$1.05

REELFOOT

z„. 2SAUSAGE
119

,,,,,,..........,.............................,..I9
REELFOOT

SLICED

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

BARBECUE

LB.

Lb. 89c

t

LB.

Lb. 39c
lb. 39c

lb.45c

49c

390 Chickens 69c Sandwiches

CATFISH

%

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

WHOLE or HALF STICK

BOLOGNA
_
SMOKED JOWL

_ Lb. 12c
_ Lb. 19c

BARBECUE

Chickens

$1.09

LB.

Lb. 69c

NECKS

Page 6

RIB STEAK! HAMiOSGE
O R

/4r.drIFAIPIPPAPAIKAPAI4111:41/MAIKWAIPWIFAI

LEGS & THIGHS

Thursday, Feb. 17, 1972

DUNCAN - HINES

DRESSING
35c
3
BABY FOOD 10 89t tB riORTENING 3 69c
BANANA
APPLES
119
POLE BEANS 29t POTATOESGooDRED1(Y1
8-0Z. BOTTLE

BOXES

CAKE

1Z STRAIN

1

MIX

jARB

MCAN

EXTRA FANCY

GOLDEN RIPE

GOLDEN'DELICIOUS

LB.

LB

THIS AD GOOD THURS. FEB. 17 h, THRU WED. FEB. 23rd,
1972

WITH THIS COUPON
MAXWELL -HOUSE

COFFEE - - - - 79c
PAPER BAG
ONE COUPON PER FAMILY
E. W.JAMES & SONS
Offer Expires February 23, 1972
I LB.

PE.Vit JAMES M SONS
ssMAXI-SAVINGS"
•

cr SUPERMARKET
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT

OWINTITIES.

a.

VINE RIPENED

TOMATOES
LB.

290

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

